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The sintering process

I. General survey
THE SINTERING PROCESS HAS A SPECIAL IMPORTANCE

for t~ree technical discipl~nes: powder metallurgy,
ceramICS, and the agglomeratIOn ofore fines (pelletising).
All th<:se me~hods have been operated empirically for
some tIme, wrthout obtaining a deeper insight into the
nature of the process. Powder metallurgy and ceramics
have also developed .independently to a large extent;
powder metallurgy Itself can be said to have been
develope? sys.tematically since about 1900.

The smtermg process, which is an essential factor
in almost all practical applications has been studied
in eloser detail only from around 19~0. It was not until
1950. or ther~abouts that ceramic workers began to
~ubh~h extensively the results of investigations into the
sm.termg pr~cess, particul.arly on the relatively simple
~xIde-cer~mIcsystems. ~mce. then the flow of publica
tIOns dealmg with the smtermg of metals and oxides
has become an avalanche. A elose interaction has
arisen between the fundamental research into powder
metallurgy and ceramics in recent years, and the
:epresenta~ives.of bot~ dis~iplines are equally concerned
m the elucidatIOn of smtenng mechanisms.

Although the present report is mainly concerned with
th~ newer theories regarding the process, the pioneers in
thiS field must not be forgotten. The first name that
comes to ID;ind .is that of Sauerwald, who published
papers on smtermg processes from 1922 onwards and
a general review in 1943.1 Detailed investigations
als~ appeared from the school of Hüttig. 2-4 Less recent
reVIews have been published by Balchin 5 Dawihl 6 and
Hedvall. 7 Illustrations of the older conc~pts of sin'tering
are found in the valuable books by Jones 8 Schwarz
kopf et al.,9 Kieffer and Hotop 10 Skaupy {I Balchin 12
G 1 13 d '"?etz.e, ~n !liany others. 14 These works deal mainly
with mvestIgatIOns into the influence of the numerous
po~der, pressing, and sintering parameters on the prop
erties of the resulting sintered compact. However,
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th:~ already contain statements on the principles deter
~mmg the pro~ess. of ,:"tom transport which plays an
Important part m smtenng.

From 1949 onwards, stimulated by a theoretical
invest~gation by Frenkel,15 papers began to appear on
work m which the growth of individual, defined contact
zones was followed experimentally. By this means a
deeper insight could be obtained into the atomistic
events. These experimental and theoretical investiga
ti<:)lls carried 0';1t on models, originated in the first place
with KuczynskI,I6 who has been responsible for advances
over the whoIe field. This later period also produced
many indications regarding the influence of grain
boundaries on the sintering process, as weH as a better
under.sta?ding of si~teringunder pressure (hot pressing).
By thiS tIme a considerable amount of information was
also avail.able on. the sintering of multicomponent
systems, with and without the presence of a liquid phase.
I t is now believed that all the factors are known that
can ~nfluence the sintering process in any way or at any
specific stage, and researchers are now concerned with
determining the separate effects of these parameters as
far as possible,17

In this later period numerous reviews have also
appeared. 18- 42 These references comprise both articles
that have appeared in journals and detailed treatments
ir: book ~orm. The field of sintering has also been
discussed m recent years at various special conferences
for example, in London in 1959.43 During subsequen~
c~nferences in New York (June 196044 and May 196545),
EIsenach (June 1961 45a and May 196545b) Reutte/Tyrol
(June 196145c), Paris (June 196446), amI Notre Dame
University, Indiana (June 1965), sintering processes
also played a leading part. Finally, attention may be
directed to new surveys by Coble and Burke47 and by
Fischmeister and Exner. 48

~. Defin.iti.on and delinea!ion of the concept of sinter
mg: Drlvmg force and alm of the reaction
It m~st be admitted that the position is somewhat
unsatisfactory. No definition exists at the moment that
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takes fully into account all the theoretical and practical
aspects, and at the same time delineates correctly the
limits that separate sintering from neighbouring fields of
study (such as pressure welding, brazing, cladding, and
the elimination of shrinkage cavities and porosity by
hot rolling). The list of definitions recommended by
well-known powder metallurgists and compiled by
Hausner49 must be viewed from this standpoint. The
various stages of sintering ranging from the loose
powder filling, via the different models, to the final
sintering of almost porosity-free compacts differ very
widely from each other.

To be generally valid, adefinition must cover all
this ground and also many special cases, with the
result that it becomes too complicated to be satisfactory,
at any rate for practical applications. A number of
essential factors exist, however. These are:

I. GENERAL SURVEY

I. Definition and delineation of the concept of sintering:
Driving force and aim of the reaction

2. The stages ofsintering
3. Possible mechanisms of material transport
4. Possible factors ofinfiuence

IV. SINTERING OF MULTICOMPONENT SYSTEMS

I. General
2. Without solubility of the components
3. With mutual solubility of the components
4. With the formation of new phases (reaction sintering)
5. Oxide mixtures
6. Sintering processes in the presence of a liquid phase

II. DETERMINATION OF THE PRINCIPLES OF TRANSPORT

MECHANISM

I. Studies on models and the importance of diffusion
processes

2. Possible diffusion paths and sources and sinks of the
atom and vacancy stream

3. Other mechanisms operating as diffusion processes
4. Investigation ofthe shrinkage ofpowders

* Not necessarily all properties. For instance, expansion takes piace
in some circumstances when a powder mixture is heat-treated.
However, if the conductivity or strength shows some increase as a
result ofneck growth, the process would also be termed sintering.
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(e) Important pro~erties* appro:,imate to those of the
compact, poroslty-free r:natenal. .. .

On these bases, the followmg defimtIOn IS proposed :
'By sintering is understood the heat-treatment of. a
system of individual particles or of a porous bo~y, w.Ith
or without the application of external pressure, m whlch
some or all of the properties of the sy~tem ar~ ch~nged
with the reduction ofthe free enthalpy m the dlrectIOn of
those of the porosity-free system. In this connection,
at least enough solid phases. remai?-. to eJ.lsure shape
stability'. However, even .t~IS C?n~ItIOn still does not
meet the requirement of dlstmgmshl?-g clearly between
the neighbouring fields already mentIOned.

The stable state according to thermodynamic con
siderations at temperatures below the melting point of
any given 'material, is the single ~ry~tal wi!h its equi~i
brium defects. At absolute zero It IS the Ideal, undls
torted single crystal; at finite an?, especi~lly, at sint.er
ing temperatures, therr:nal vacancI<:s, multIpl~ vacanCles,
and dislocations constItute unavOldable lattlce defects.
The powder compact approximates to the stable state
at elevated temperatures, with the co-operation of all
the transport mechanisms concerned. The excess free
enthalpy exists in the powder compact in the form
of the surface energy of all interfaces, both with the
atmosphere and between individual grains (grain
boundary energy), and as excess lattice energy. The
lattice energy arises from the existence of excess vacan
eies and dislocations, together with internal stresses.
The relative proportion of geometrically dependent
surface energy to lattice energy is very smalI, even
with the most finely divided powders ; while the surface
energy reaches only a few hundred calories per mole,
the lattice energy can amount to several kcalfmole.

According to Hüttig,50 a 'surface space' must be
visualised for the powder, in which this energy is stored ;
this can contain the whole of the particles in the case
offine powders, and from it sterns the high activity and
sinterability of the finest powders. The excess free
enthalpy t.G = t.H - Tt.S is made up of the enthalpy
t.H, e.g. the equivalent heat of reaction to produce all
defects, and the entropy t.S of the non-equilibrium state.
(According to Torkar51 the zero entropy of active solids
can amount to ""' 30% of the fusion entropy. Thus,
the powder particles cannot be viewed simply as adja
cent small single crystallites).

Whether the attainment of a single crystal is in fact
always the object of the process is open to discussion. 52
However, this question is meaningless as far as practical
sintering processes are concerned, because the sintered
compact always remains polycrystalline under the
conditions normally prevailing. At any rate, if too rapid
and coarse a grain growth is avoided, a compact can
be obtained in certain cases which, although poly
crystalline, is practically free from porosity (Fig. I),
even in the absence of a liquid phase. Even massive
substances cannot be transformed to single crystals by
prolonged annealing alone. If the grain sizes and
shapes are uniform, a true metastable state exists, which
is not subject to further change except under the action
of gross disturbances (deformation). Thus, the true

CONTENTS

III. FURTHER FACTORS INFLUENCING SINTERING

I. General
2. Effect of structure, state of bonding, and modification

changes
3. Effect ofpowder activity
4. The infiuence of stoichiometry
5. The infiuence of corpuscular radiation
6. The infiuence of foreign constituents
7. The infiuence of pressing

V. HOT PRESSING

(a) A liquid phase is present only to the extent that it
leaves a solid skeleton behind.

(h) A decrease in the free enthalpy of the system,
which represents the driving force of the sintering
process, results from :

(i) Diminution in the specific surface area due to
initiation andfor growth of contacts (necks).

(ii) Decrease in pore volume andfor the surface
area of the pores.

(iii) Elimination of non-equilibrium states in the
lattice.
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a

[Courtesy 'Compt. Rend.'

Almost porosity-free sintered compact: carbonyl iron,
sintered in hydrogen for 765 h at 8900 C. x 450. (Ciceron
and Lacombe.13

')

[Courtesy Amer. Inst. Min. Met. Eng.
2a Geometry of a sintered contact. (Kuczynski.t")
2b Sintered contact in the sphere-plate model experiment. x 640.

(Kuczynski.'·)

objective of the sintering process is the removal of poro
sity. (cf. Fig. 6c)

Special considerations based on models can define
the mechanisms in terms of the driving force. Plane
microcontacts already exist in the pressed compact or
even in the unpressed powder agglomerate. 53 By
considering the geometry of these contacts (Fig. 2) it
can be deduced that the outer (circular) edge of the
contact is subjected to the tensile stress:

... [11

or, for x/a ~ land p ~ x:

y
a = - ... [2]

p

which, if higher than the yield stress of the material,
must lead to neck growth by plastic (or viscous) flow.
Furthermore, an excess exists over the equilibrium
concentration, Co, of vacancies beneath the concave
surfaces in the material, in accordance with :

In this way they confirmed equation [4] to a good
approximation.

This experimental result provides a justification for
the analogous relationships following from :

a = y (.2 + ~ ) . . . [s]
Tl '2

between the radii of curvature and changes in the
equilibrium values of the vapour pressure (ßp) and of
the vacancy concentration (ßC). The aim of the reaction
must He in the elimination of these stresses, the equalisa
tion of the vapour pressures, or the disappearance of
the zones containing excess vacancies, resulting from
atom movements.

2. The stages of sintering

Three stages can be distinguished in the course of sinter
ing a powder agglomerate to the dense material. These
merge continuously into one another, but this does not
mean that it is in any way superfluous to distinguish
between them.

Superimposing supplementary external tensile stresses
on these stresses, Youssefand Eudier,54 by extrapolating
to a shrinkage 0, were able to determine a hypothetical
external stress that compensates the 'true sintering force'.

METAllURGICAl REVIEWS

(a) The early stage of neck growth Under the
influence of the stresses and excess vacancies described
above, neck growth proceeds according to an exponen
tial time law. In this stage the powder particles remain
as individuals, since it is still not possible for strong
grain growth to take place beyond the original particle.
The tensile stresses resulting from surface tension main
tain the grain boundaries between two adjacent particles
in the plane of contact. However, the occasional forma
tion of new grains is possible. The midpoints of the
particles approach only slightly (corresponding to a
small contraction) but a marked decrease in surface
activity takes place.
(b) The stage of densification and grain growth
Fig. 3(a). When the x/a ratio exceeds a certain value
after intensified neck growth, the separate particles begin
to lose their identity. Most of the shrinkage takes
place at this stage, where a coherent network of pores
is formed and grain growth continues. The grain
boundaries usuaHy run from pore to pore. \'Vhen f"Oo.I 90%
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... [41

... [3a]

... [3 b]

2y
a=-

Tpores

ßC yVoc;: = RTp

as weH as a reduced vapour pressure :

ßp yVo
Po - RTp

This leads to vacancy diffusion into regions with a
vacancy deficit (convex surfaces), or to vacancy sinks,
or to an isothermal transport of material via the gas
phase. In the porous sintered compact the pores, as
sumed to be spherical, are subjected to compressive
stresses according to :
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Based on topological considerations, in which the
surfaces enclosing the powder particles and the number
of contacts per particle are considered primarily, and
not the interior of the particles, Rhines55- 67 defined
three stages of sintering in the following way:

The 'genus' of a powder agglomerate, zero for a
porosity-free massive body, is related to the number of
particles and to the total number of contacts. I t is
numerically equal to the number of sections that must
be made in a sintered compact to obtain a chain of
powder particles, such that each particle may have only
one contact with each of its two adjacent particles.
Consequently, the genus decreases during the sintering
process. The three stages are defined by Rhines as
fo11ows:

(I) The genus of the porous body remains constant
(neck growth).

(2) Decrease ofthe genus towards zero (grain growth,
decrease in the number ofpores).

(3) With a constant 'residual genus', or with a slow
asymptotic approach towards zero residual densi
fication (contraction of isolated pores).

The three stages, according to Rhines, are analogous
to the three phenomenologically or geometrica11y
delineated stages of sintering already described.

3. Possible mechanisms of material transport
Table I enumerates all the conceivable mechanisms
that can occur in sintering processes.

Although adhesion occurs in every type of particle
contact, it is not likely to constitute the dominating
principle except in impact sintering (Sauerwald58).
Because of the extremely short effective impact period,
it is unlikely that particle transport will take part
in the true sense, as described below. Agglomerations
with very finely divided powders and the cold welding
of powders or compact bodies can also perhaps be
attributed to the capture of free surface valencies and
to van der vVaals forces ('adhesion').

Recovery and recrystallisation alone are definitely
incapable of producing a sintering process; however,
they are found in powders containing severe lattice
distortions, and are also concerned in the grain growth
that takes place in parallel with densification, and can
not be omitted from consideration. The removal of
stresses in the microcontacts is also visualised as promot
ing mutual binding in the initial stages.

The transport mechanisms listed in Table IB classified. , 'mto movements of the whole lattice region' and 'move-
ments of individual lattice structural components' are
all realistic and each is considered in various cas~s as
representing the most important mechanism. These
mechanisms might be supplemented by viscous flow'
however, this is associated with the self-diffusion coef
ficients in accordance with :

a

b

[Courtesy 'J. Applied Physics·.
3a Intermediate stage of sintering with pore network in A1 20 3 ;

b late stage of sintering with c10sed pores. x 125. (Coble. 159
)

of theoretical density is exceeded the relative proportion
of closed pore spaces increases rapidly, leading to the
final stage ofsintering (Fig. 4).

(c) The final stage with closed pore spaces (Fig. 3(b)
The isolated pores become increasingly spheroidised.
Further densification still proceeds slowly, so that it is
often impossible to decide whether it has come to an
end, e.g. whether the residual porosity is permanent.
For a discussion of possible density regressions see
Section III.

In the case where gases that have not diffused away
are enclosed in these residual pores, it seems certain that
further densification becomes impossible as soon as the
gas pressure reaches the pressure due to surface ten
sion. On the other hand there appears to be no reason
why pores even in the interior of the grain cannot
shrink further by the diffusion of vacancies, although
at a correspondingly low rate (see Section II). In any
event small pores in the neighbourhood of larger ones
can disappear.

Quite often, for instance, at lower temperatures and
in model experiments where the process is limited to
neck growth, the first stage is essentially the only one
reached. Under practical sintering conditions, how
ever, where marked densification also occurs, the
second stage at least is involved. The transition can
take piace as early as the heating-up phase; in such
cases the first stage is difficult to delineate.
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for amorphous substances,15 or :
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O<.r---~-------""""'------_,

As sources
(smaller) pores
concave surfaces
(dislocations)

As sinks
grain boundaries
plane or convex surfaces
(larger) pores
(dislocations)

\Vhen 'pores' and 'concave surfaces' are identified with
each other in the model experiment, and when it is
taken into consideration that dislocations, by climbing,
can be effective both as sources and sinks, then five
possibilities of material transport in the model experi
ment remain. Figure 5 (Ref. 48) illustrates the vacancy
paths diagrammatica11y.

The essential participation of dislocations as sources
or sinks has been disputed;67-69 accordingly Gases III,
IV, and V are improbable. The fact that contraction
in the powder compact must be associated with an
approach of the mid-points of the particles is a strong
argument in favour of Mechanism II, although experi
ments have also been reported 68 ,69 according to which
the same time law of neck growth applies with and
without the presence of grain boundaries between the
particles. Hence Mechanism I is also probable with a
suitable geometry.

4. Possible factors of influence
The many-sided and complicated nature of the sintering
process is still not adequately covered by this representa
tion of the possible transport mechanism, because there
are many factors that inBuence the pattern of material
transport. I t is useful to begin by summarising a11 the
recognisable factors and to classify them appropriately.

73

authors are of the opmlOn that surface diffusion is a
dominating process, even when sintering with marked
densification.

Grain-boundary diffusion is frequently inferred from
calculated activation energies for shrinkage. A key
question, still asked today, is whether grain boundaries
are merely vacancy-diffusion channels, or whether they
serve as actual sinks for the Bow ofvacancies. Important
arguments, which will be discussed later, can be mar
sha11ed on both sides. However, grain-boundary dif
fusion alane cannot explain a contraction.

Interstitial diffusion has been very little studied in
connection with sintering processes. I t ought to be con
sidered essentia11y in relation to interstitial solid solu
tions, because the activation energies for interstitial
diffusion are usually very low. In cases where it might
have a strong inBuence, for example, on neck growth,
phase separation of the two phases must always occur.
Such phenomena are unknown with interstitial solid
solutions.

Lattice diffusion by a vacancy mechanism remains
the last and most important mechanism to be mentioned.
Vacancy gradients exist between the undistorted lattice
and both curved surfaces and pore edges, between
surfaces having different curvatures, and between the
distorted and undistorted lattice. According to ]ohnson
and Glarke66 they are even found between particle
centres and the centre of contact with the adjacent
particles. The course of the diffusion processes during
sintering is governed by the type and geometrical arrange
ment of the vacancy sources and sinks.

The vacancy sources and vacancy sinks to be con
sidered are:

movements
of individual
lattice
structural
components

}

movements
of lattice
regions

Plastic f10w

Grain-boundary
diffusion

Lattice diffusion
via interstitials

Vaporisation and J
re-condensation

B With material transport Surface diffusion
(movement of atoms over Lattice diffusion
increased distances) via vacancies

A IWithout material transport Adhesion

e

4 Distribution of total porosity E between open (EI) and c10sed
(EC) pore spaces. (Arthur. 383

)
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for crystalline bodies 24 ('diffusion creep' according to
the Nabarro-Herring mechanism. 59 ,60) This is a case of
an oriented diffusion activated by external stresses.

Material transport via the gas phase by means of
evaporation followed by re-condensation has been ob
served as the dominating process in some instances, e.g.
with NaGl,61,62 Ti02,63 and Zn0 2.64 However, the pro
cess can produce no shrinkage. Plastic deformation
can occur without the application of external forces as
a result of interfacial stresses or surface tension, as
mentioned above. Sintering theories based on the pre
dominance of Bow processes are no longer considered
today, but they enabled the mechanisms of hot pressing
to be understood. It must also not be overlooked that
Bow processes operate even with sma11 external pres
sures. 38.39,65

I t is extremely probable that surface diffusion occurs
in all sintering processes. The rounding-off of the inter
nal and external surfaces and pores is produced by
surface diffusion, which requires the least activation
energy of a11 types of diffusion, and thus appears pre
ferentially at low temperatures. Although it cannot
cause pore shrinkage, and hence densification, several

Table I. Possible elementary processes (transport mech
anisms) during sintering

Grain-boundary
I slip

--1----------1-------------
C With material transport I Recovery or

(movement of atoms over i recrystallisation
very small distances) ,
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... [8J

responsible for their relative importance. (B) also
ineludes, though these are not specifically named, the
partiele size, particle-size distribution, and pressing
conditions; these influence particularly point (BI), but
also (B2) and (B3). Groups (B) and (C) are completely
decisive in many cases for the operation of practical
sintering processes, and their importance cannot be over
emphasised. In model experiments, on the other hand,
an attempt is made to eliminate these factors or to
maintain them constant. Considered as a whoIe, the
factors listed under (B) and (C) can exert a considerable
influence on the effectiveness of the transport mecha
nisms and the extent to which they participate in the
overall process.

The importance of the individual transport principles
will be described in detail in the following section.
Groups (B) and (C) will be reserved for Section III.

11. Determination of the principles of
transport mechanism
1. Studies on models and the importance of diffusion
processes

For a theoretical and experimental approach to the
determination of the mechanisms governing material
transport it is first necessary to adopt certain simpli
fications, a fact that leads ofnecessity to the use ofmodels
incorporating spherical partieles or circular cross-sections,
and spherical or even cylindrical pores. Such models
are also very amenable to experiment. The following
models were used to study neck growth as a function of
time: Two spheres, initially in 'point' contact (sphere
sphere model, Fig. 2 (a)) ; a single sphere lying on a flat
surface (sphere-plate model, Fig. 2 (h)) ; and, for the
experimental study of a very large number of individual
contacts, a bar-wire model, consisting of a wire spiral
wound on to a cylindrical bar. The wire-wire models
(Fig. 6 (a)) consisting of several superimposed elose
packed wire layers, 67 or of three twisted wires 70 - 72
(Fig. 6 (h) and (e)) have also proved very useful.
The contact widths are measured, after metallo
graphic preparation, on the micrograph.

The work of Kuczynski in this field,16.70 which can
be regarded as elassical, is weIl known; his results are
illustrated in Tables III and IV, together with those of
other authors. Based on similarity considerations,
Herring73 formulated his 'scaling laws' from these
model data. According to these, an equal x/a ratio with
different particle diameters, a, requires a sintering time
that is related to the diameter ratio according to the
predominant mechanism. The Herring exponents in
the equation :

amount to p = I for Row processes, p = 2 for vaporisa
tion and recondensation, p = 3 for volume diffusion
and p = 4 for surface diffusion. They are also ineluded
in Table III and are in agreement with the difference
P = n-m in the Kuczynski equations. I t will be seen
that conclusions regarding the dominant factor in trans
port can be drawn from the time law of neck growth.

METALLURGICAL REVIEWS

Without approach of mid
points
With approach of mid
points
Without approach of mid
points
With approach of mid
points
No neck growth, therefore
not considered

r<ro
III

Grain boundary

Dislocations

Particle surface

Grain boundary

V

[Courtesy'Metall'
5 Possible diffusion paths for vacancies (arrows) in the model

sintering experiment. (Fischmeister and Exner,48 after Coble.)

Source Sink
I Neck surface Particle surface

IV Dislocations

11

111

A Temperature-dependent properties of the material (in
c1uding structure and state of bonding)

1. Free surface and interfacial energy, including the pore
surfaces.

2. Diffusion coefficients (lattice, grain-boundaries, sur
faces)

3. Viscosity coefficients (with amorphous substances)
4. Critical shear stresses (combined with the action of

plastic flow)
5. Vapour pressure and rate of vaporisation (combined

with the action of vaporisation and condensation)
6. Crystal structure and state of bonding
7. Nascent-state conditions, modification changes

C Foreign constituents (including those introduced by the
sintering conditions)

1. Soluble (homogeneously or heterogeneously present)
2. Insoluble
3. As surface layers (e.g. oxide films, soluble and insol

uble, reducible and non-reducible, dissociating and
not dissociating under sintering conditions)

4. Gases (adsorbed, occluded, and dissolved, and effects
of the sintering atmosphere)

B Powder properties, pre-treatment, and sintering conditions
1. Effective integral area of contact
2. Surface activity (real surface structure)
3. Lattice activity (cold working, tensile and compressive

stresses, lattice defects governed by manufacturing
conditions, crystallite size)

4. Reciprocal orientation of the contact faces

Thümmler17 has published a system of classification into
factors that are effective under all ideal experimental
conditions (primary factors), and those that may, or
may not, play a part according to the properties of the
powder and the experimental conditions (secondary
factors). Unfortunately, the two groups cannot be
rigorously separated; for this reason the classification
given in Table II will be used.

The quantities listed under (A) govern essentially the
transport processes summarised in Table I and are

Table 11. Possible factors of influence in the sintering
process

74
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Table 111. Equations governing neck growth in the model
experiment

Table IV. Values of numerical factors K and K' from
Table 111

* The frequcntly attacked x 7 ...., t relation of ~ucz'ynskLhas rC,cently
been re-dcri\'cd and confirmed by Rockland ' (wIth II = 341.

* In the case of lattice diffusion the numerical factor K vanes
according to the geometry of the model and according to the
assumptions made regarding the sinks of the vacancy flow,
as shown in Table IV.

The deductions for this purpose are not consistent, how
ever as can also be seen from the Table; this accounts
far the differences between the exponents. Exponent 7,
in particular, for surface diffusion is contested, as weH
as the numerical constants in the case ofvolume diffusion,
which have been recalculated by Kingery and Berg.
Little attention has so far been paid to the results of
Pines compared with those of Kuczynski.

Criticism of the Kuczynski equations,* apart from
the different relationships derived by Pines,21 Cabrera,75

Mechanism n m Ip=n-m F(T) I Author Ref.

Viscous or
plastic flow 2 1 1 3y/2T1 Frenkel 15

Evaporation
2 V91t VoyPo Kuczynski 70re-conden- 3 1

sation 2MRT
7 3 4 - Pines 24

Lattice 5 2 3
K

OvVo
Kucyznski 70

diffusion* Kingery 61
RT and Berg

4 1 3 KPvYV o Pines 24
RT

Surface 7 3 4 yVo8 Kuczynski 70
diffusion 56 RT Os Rockland 74

- - - x6 1n -!.......,t Pines 242a
5 2 3 - Cabrera 75

Schwed 76
3 1 2 - Schwed 76

and Schwed,76 has often been confined, in the absence
of a bettel' theory, to pointing out numerical uncer
tainties. Thus, sometimes no definitive transport mecha
nism could be derived from an experimentaHy deter
mined exponent, which is frequently liable to
uncertainties of ± 0'5, and also appears to be tempera
ture-dependent. The evaluation of the contact spirals
of the bar-wire model and the differences between the
results obtained have also been the subject of discus
sion. 78, 79

Fischmeister and Zahn80 emphasise the prevailing
lack of certainty in the numerical constants, which can
lead to deviations between diffusion coefficients arrived
at by direct measurement and by model experiments,
respectively. Such discrepancies, in the vie\,,: ~fThümm
leI' 78 arise from non-umform contact condltlOns at the
sta~t of the experiment and from a time distribution of
the 'effective sintering period' , resulting from initia
tion of points of contact during sintering. 1"01' this reason
diffusion coefficients obtained from model experiments
should preferably be termed 'mobility coefficients',
because they can contain systematic defects, even al
though surprisingly good agreement has been found 111

Authors
Sink of

Model Pines H Kuczyn- Kingery vacancy stream
ski",71 and

Berg'!

Sphere- 8 - 51t No acceptance
sphere 2

- - 80 Grain boundary
- - 40 Particle surface

Sphere-plate 16 I 40 320 Grain boundary

Bar-wire -
I

801t 640 Grain boundary
3

Wire-wire - 81t - Particle surface
'3

- 16lty2 - Grain boundary
3-

(~r = F(T) t an-mor
xn
- = F (T) t
am

[Courtesy 'Acta Metal/urgica'
6a Wire-wire model (Cu). x 80. (Alexander and BaI/um.") .
6b Model consisting of three twisted wires (Cu + AI 20 3). x 100. (Brett and Selgle. 72

) •

6c Model consisting of three twisted wires (Cu + AI 20 3). Note absence of AI 20 3 partlcles
in the necks and at the location of the original central pore. x 100. (Brett and Seigle.72 )
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eoo'c

many cases with directly measured values (see the com
pHation ofdiffusion data for copper by different methods,
according to Kingery and Berg61).

One of the main criticisms of the Kuczynski growth
equations was made by de Hoff, Baldwin, and Rhines. 81
On the basis of their investigations on copper wires, the
exponent n should lie between 5 and 60 according to the
wire diameter, thus making the identification of a speci
fic transport mechanism impossible. In the criticism
of this work by Rieck and Rockland, 82 on the other
hand, the exponent n = 5 was found by careful measure
ment to be independent of the wire diameter; these
authors also confirmed the approximate constancy of
the Herring factor p = 3 for volume diffusion.

It is, however, recognised that these model investiga
tions have proved valuable in increasing our knowledge
of the subjecL

No doubts exist regarding the validity of n = 2 for
flow processes ; similarly a value of n = 3 for the
evaporation and condensation mechanism is hardly
called in question. The comprehensive factual material
confirming the growth law x5 '"" t for volume diffusion
also outweighs the small number of reports giving
deviating results. No empirical constants are contained
in the equations derived by Kuczynski and others.
According to the derivations, both geometrically
governed numerical factors, which vary with the dif
ferent types of arrangement, and temperature-dependent
material constants (lattice constants, surface tension,
diffusion constants, or viscosity constants) are included.
Agreement closer than an order of magnitude between
theory and experiment can in general hardly be ex
pected, especially as the temperature-dependence of
the material constants in question is seldom known
accurately, while secondary factors such as those listed
in Table 11, A and B, can also be involved. For example,
the influence ofgrain size on the results has been detected
in the bar-wire model83 (Fig. 7).

Thus, greater deviations do not necessarily indicate the
weakness of the theory.

In addition to the results16 ,61,6i,69,71,77,82,84,85 that
gave n = 5 for metals, oxides have als? been recently in
vestigated. Coble31,32 and Kuczynski, Abernethy, and
Allan86 found that volume diffusion predominated with
A1 20 3. In this instance, especially in dry hydrogen,
polyhedral formation of the spherical particles was ob
served which increased the difficulty of evaluation.

Par;avan064 ,87 identified volume diffusion in poly
crystalline Ti02 (900-1550° C), V 205 (560-650° C), and
ZnO (600-1050° C), and evaporation an~ re-conder:sa
tion in ZnO above 1050° C, as the mechamsms governmg
transport. In model experiments with single-crystal
spheres 88 on the other hand, he found no constant
growth'exponents but. the interactio~ of various mec?
anisms. In tests on smgle-crystal TI02 spheres, Whlt
more and Kawai89 reported that n = 5 in vacuum,
corresponding to a lattice diff~sion.in ~ood agreem~nt
with diffusion data on the 0 2- IOns m TI02. Accordmg
to McQueen and Kuczynski,90 ZnS sinters below 600° C
by surface diffusion, and ~bove 6C?0 ° C by.volume dif
fusion, the diffusion coeffiClents bemg 300 tlmes greater
in vacuum than in argon.

In the view ofthe present authors, the most compelling
proofs of the predominance .of diffusion proces~es have
been provided by Kuczynskl et al. 91 ,92 An ennchment
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[Courtesy 'Stahl und Eisen.'
7 Influence of grain size on the mobility coefficients calculated

from model sintering experiments. Bar-wire model (Cu).
(Thümmler. 83

)

[Courtesy 'Acta Metallurgica'.
8 Precipitation of a second phase from an initially homogeneous

Cu-In solid solution in a model experiment. x 700. (Kuczynski,
Matsumura, and Cullity.9')

of the more rapidly diffusing component (indium) of a
homogeneous copper-indium solid solution, or of
silver from copper-silver, was found to occur91 in the
contact zone by the precipitation of a second phase,
and was quantitatively interpreted (Fig. 8).

This experiment definitely eliminates Row processes
and provides a further proof of the existence of excess
vacancies in the contact zone. Curvatures of twin
crystal boundaries were detected 92 in copper wires; these
were caused by diffusion-governed dislocation climb
resulting from unequal diffusion currents in the nickel
or copper wire.

Brett and Seigle72 ,93 were able to exclude the ac
tion of Row or vaporisation processes for metals and
saltlike substances by introducing and following inert
markers in the three-wire model (e.g. nickel with
2 vol.- % Al203) and to verify the predominance
of diffusion, on the ground that the markers did
not migrate into the original pores (Fig. 6 (a) and (b)).
In the case of glass and organic materials (cellulose
acetate), on the other hand, a displacement of the marker
(e.g. Row) was clearly established. This model, and
the wire-coil model of Alexander and Balluffi,67 are
also very suitable for studying the later stages ofsintering
with spherical isolated pores. In this way Kuczyn-
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[Courtesy Consultants Bureau.
9 Growth exponents n in model sintering experiments on high

purity iron. (Fischmeister and Zahn. 98
)

Ski:O,94,95 was abl~ to. account q~antitatively for pore
shr~nk~ge by a diffusIOn me~hamsm. Equation [9] is
v:ahd, m the prese~ce ?f gra;m boun~aries as vacancy
smks, for the reductIOn m radms of cylmdrical pores :

vidual dislocations possess too small a vacancy-absorp
tion capacity to be macroscopically effective. Only in
the presence of grain boundaries in the late stages of
sintering will pores be able to continue shrinking
slowly through the sink action of individual disloca
tions until they reach a minimum radius. 70 Dislocations
have also been considered theoretically by Coble31 ,32 a<;
vacancy sources with grain boundaries as sinks; this
case is extremely improbable, however. The experi
mentally determined mid-point approach shows that
grain boundaries must be the most important sinks of
the flow of vacancies if the contraction is to be ex
plained.

A second function of the grain boundaries is that of a
diffusion 'short circuit' to the outer surface. Apart
from these two effects Hornstra100 presumed that grain
boundary slip and the 'climb' of the grain boundaries
should enable the sintering rate to be increased by a
factor of f"oooJ 10 compared with diffusion theory. No
uniform diffusion of vacancies to all sections of the grain
boundary must occur in that case, but each vacancy
could reach its sink by the shortest possible route without
giving rise to stresses in the lattice.

The problem of the proportion of the grain boundaries
acting as sinks or merely as diffusion channels has not
been resolved. Brett and Seigle101 conclude from the
dimensions of grain-boundary pits along wire surfaces
that no important transport of vacancies along the
grain boundaries can take place in the outward direc
tion. Apart from dislocation jogs, therefore, vacancy
sinks should consist of the grain boundaries them
selves, along which successive lattice planes are ab
sorbed, so that the neighbouring grains approach
one another and bring about the contraction. The inter
action between vacancies and grain boundaries has
been treated in detail by Burke. 103 In subsequent reports
by Brett and Seigle,93.102 it was established for copper,
and for brass made porous by the vaporisation of zinc
that dislocations alone cannot contribute to pore con~
traction. In spite of the undoubted importance of the
grain boundaries, however, it has been found
in individual cases66 ,102 that pores can also contract in
the absence of grain boundaries, so that other sinks
must also have been effective.

Hornstra100 ,104 also treated the problem of sources
and sinks in detail, and confirmed that dislocations can
not constitute effective vacancy sinks. I t is an interesting
possibility that the grain boundaries can be curved and
that extremely effective vacancy sinks can be produced
by grain-boundary slip. In the interior of the grain
the stresses decay to values below the yield stress at a
sufficiently great distance from pores. \Vithin such
regions, but with cr> cr ~'ield a flow process can certainly
take place, but cannot contribute to the densification.

Margerand and Eudier105 concluded from experi
ments in which the porosity remained higher at the
edge of sintered specimens than at the centre, that
grain boundaries cannot constitute sinks, but only dif
fusion channels to the surface. They also concluded
that internal stresses remain effective between the core
and peripheral zones, which must have arisen from
quenching the vacancies that are supersaturated at the
exterior. The observations, according to which the
periphery of sintered samples,1°5 on the one hand, and
the sampie centre on the other,1°6 is sintered preferen-
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This equ~tion has been confirmed experimentally.
. Po~es m the ~orm of tubes69 . can also shrink by a

dIffusIOn mechamsm. PostlethwaIte and Shaler96 investi
gated the. shri~kage of holes drilled in massive copper,
and explamed It by a flow mechanism. Silver capillaries
were used by Oel97 as models, but no single transport
mechanism for the pore shrinkage could be estab
lished.

In the case of exponents n > 5, as well as with low
activation energies, surface diffusion is assumed to be
predominant. Thus Fischmeister and Zahn80 con
cluded that with iron in the IX-region, with an activation
energy of 37 kcalfmole and n = 7, surface diffusion
would playa predominant part, while in the y-region
with Q = 67 kcalfmole and n = 5, volume diffusion
should be the principal mechanism (Fig. 9). Accordingly,
and on the basis of measurements of surface diffusion
from grain-boundary pits, both Fischmeister and Zahn98

and Wilson and Shewmon99 considered that surface
diffusion must predominate, especially with large par
ticles (i.e. with models). This is a very remarkable
conclusion which will be discussed further in Section
11+

2. Possible diffusion paths and sources and sinks of
the atom and vacancy stream
The importance of the vacancy concentration gradients,
which must be present in every kind of directional dif
fusion, and the possible sources and sinks, have already
been mentioned in Section I. I. In the model experi
ment in which the contact plane, before grain growth
becomes possible, is usually a grain boundary, an
approach of the particle centres can, according to
Coble31, 32 and Kuczynski,77 take place only when the
separating grain boundary is effective as a sink. If the
particle surface alone acts as a sink, the neck can cer
tainly grow and become rounded off, without causing
any approach of the mid-points (see the equations in
Table V, Section 11.4). Probably dislocations playa
part as vacancy sinks only when they are arranged in
the form of (small-angle) grain boundaries, while indi-
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I t thus follows that the vacancy-concentration
gradient from the surface to the centre of the neck is in
fact the steepest, and that the neck grain boundary must
actually be the most effective sink. The possi~ilit~ is
excluded that this grain boundary acts as a dIffusIOn
channel to the surface, as otherwise a vacancy circula
tion would begin without neck growth. It is estimated
that ~ 10% of all vacancies diffuse along grain bound
aries for silver powder of 180 fJ.m at 800

0 C and a neck
width x/a = 0'16. However, this estimate is based on
an evaluation by ]ohnson and Cutler,107 that cannot
now be accepted without restrictions.

tially to a porosity-free condition, are contra~ictoryan?
increase the difficulty of a general evaluatIOn of thls
fundamental problem (Fig. 10). Howev~r, the transpor~of
all vacancies along the grain boundanes to the outside
surface would mean that large samples would shrink mo~e
slowly than small ones. Practice does not .bear out t~IS
assumption, so that the sink effect of the gram boundanes
is more probable. ]ohnson and Clarke66 postulate that
only volume and grain-boundary diffusion act as transp?rt
mechanisms, that the slower (and hence the rate-determm
ing) step is vacancy diffusion in ~he lattice, and that. the
grain boundaries between two adJacent (model) partlCles
absorb all vacancies. The vacancy concentratIOns are
assumed to be in equilibrium everywhere and at any
given time (naturally, this can apply only for the
neighbourhood of the sinks a?d for the un~i~to:ted
lattice). It is found by calculatIOn that the eqUlh~num
vacancy concentration in the centre of the neck IS not
Co, as beneath a plane surface, but :

3. Other mechanisms operating as diffusion processes

In more recent work, other mechanisms have been
identified as acting as diffusion processes from neck
growth in the model experiment.

Evaporation and re-condcnsation is the predomi
nant factor in sintering ZnO spheres at 1050-1250° C,
according to Norris and Parravano. 61 The x 3 ~ t law,
a Herring value of p = 2, and the non-appearance of
mid-point approach provide important evidence for
this mechanism. At lower temperatures, on the other
hand, volume diffusion was observed. As established by
Kingerv and Berg61 on NaCl (Fig. II (a)), a vapour
phase .transport mechanism is also the prevailing
process when sintering MgO spheres on to NaCl
plates. 62 (However, shrinkage was established in
NaCl powder compacts in other work,381,382 which also
implies different transport processes. ) According to Grot
tyoham and Herrington, 63 Ti0 2 also sinters in air with
x 3 ~ t and p = 2 by this mechanism, while in nitrogen
no uniform mechanism could be identified with expo
nents between 4 and 7.

The grain-boundary slip postulated by Hornstra100

and ]ones108 was also considered probable by Mohanty
and Bauman109 on the basis of grinding scratches, and
should play a part in the rapid heating or initial densi
fication of powders.

Numerous model experiments which indicate flow
processes in accordance with x 2 ~ t have been carried out
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a

b

10a Preferred elimination of porosity in the interior of the speci
men (Ni). x 25. (Margerand and Eudier.'OS)

10b Preferred elimination of porosity at the edge of the specimen
(AI 20 3). x 55. (E/yard. fOG )

on glass. 61,110,111 Based on the migration ofmarkers;Brett
and Seigle 71 ,93 also identified flow mechanisms in glass.
In agreement with the relationship derived by Frenkel,
viscous flow is considered in general to be predominant
for amorphous substances; the results fully support this
view. Flow processes have also been found in some
crystalline materials, e.g. O'Bryan and Parravano112
in Ti03, :Morgan113 in Th0 2, and Morgan, McHargue,
and Yust11t in Th0 2-CaO solid solutions.

Thc flow theories of sintering for powder compacts
were formulated, in particular, by Clark and \Vhite115
and by Mackenzie and Shuttleworth.l16 Clark and
\Vhite1l5 derived densification equations for viscous
:"Jewtonian behaviour (without yield point) and for
plastic Bingham behaviour (with yield point), which
certainly provided good agreement with experiments on
glass, Al 20 3, MgO, CaF 2' and NaF with the aid of
two suitable parameters, but can no longer be accepted
on a critical analysis of the derivation. Mackenzie and
Shuttleworth116 deduced another densification equation
from the simplifying assumption of a hydrostatic pressure
over the whole of the porous body under the action of
surface tensions. This should be valid for the later
stages of sintering with closed pores, but surprisingly it
also applies in the early stages according to Allison and
Murray.l17 It has performed a useful service as regards
the understanding of hot-pressing processes (see Section
V), but probably is not valid as a rule for free sintering,
because the yield point is not exceeded in most volume
elements during the greater part of the sintering time
by the action of surface tension alone. Moreover, no-
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11 b Neck growth in glass in accordance with x2
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one has, of course, observed directly the movement of
dislocations in the neck, which would cause difficulties
at high temperatures.

Mention may be made in this connection of investiga
tions by Lenel et al. on the influence of small external
loads in the early stages of sintering. In experiments
with coarse powders in the preliminary stages a con
siderable influence of the sampie weight itself was
established initially.118 Under these conditions the
influence of residual stresses on neck growth was also
detected. I t was therefore concluded that the stress
given by (1 = y/p, and considered as the driving force,
was not the sole factor controlling the course of the
sintering process.118 ,119 It was shown in further work
that the activation energies, determined from the fall
in electrical resistance and from the shrinkage of the
sampie, decreased sharply with increasing external
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STRESS, DYNES/SQ.CM
[Courtesy Consu/tants Bureau.

12 Increase in stress exponents from a value of 1 to 4'5 in
sintering spherical copper powder, showing influence of
small additional loads. (Lenel and Ansell. 122

)
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loads.120 This effect has already been known for some
time in creep processes.121 The part played by creep,
especially high-temperature creep according to Nab
arro-Herring, which may be described as an oriented
diffusion, is summarised by Lenel and Ansel1.l 22 This
mechanism functions at high temperatures and very
small supplementary loads (effective stresses in the neck
< r-..J 1 kgjcm2); contraction then proceeds according
to:

... [11]

At greater stresses a transition to higher stress expo
nents takes place rapidly (Fig. 12), corresponding to
e r-..J (14.5 in sintering copper and silver, and to e r-..J (14 for
two-phase copper + A1 20 3. This stress-dependence is
found in creep because of dislocation movements,
cross-slip, and climb, in agreement with creep
theory.119,120,122,123 As a result of the activation ener-
gies for diffusion and dislocation climb being the same,
these two transport mechanisms can be distinguished
only by the stress-dependence of the shrinkage. These
results do not contradict the diffusion theory in any
way, as the e r-..J (11 law indicates the predominance of
an oriented diffusion at small stresses. The only dif
ference between the 'classical' oriented self-diffusion and
the Nabarro-Herring diffusion creep can be seen in the
fact that in the latter case the stress generating the
vacancy gradients can be applied, not as a result of
the neck, but also 'macroscopically' from outside.
Phenomenologically, the shrinkage of a powder COffi

pact can also be viewed as a slow deformation, and
thus equated to a creep process.

Pines124 also interprets the sintering process as dif
fusion by the Nabarro-Herring mechanism, but taking
into consideration an increased diffusion coefficient due
to the high degree of disorder. Pines considers the role
of the dislocations to be more essential than that of the
grain boundaries.

The transition of the stress exponents from 1 to the
higher values at stresses > 1 kg/cm2 signifies at the
same time the transition from 'pressureless' sintering to
hot pressing, where the predominance of flow processes,
e.g. displacement movements, is generally accepted (see
Section V).
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4. Investigation 01 the shrinkage 01 powders

However valuable model experiments may be in
studying sinter mechanisms, it is 9uestionable !o w~at

extent the results obtained are apphcable to the smtermg
of real powders, especially with a higher degree of
densification. On the one hand, the complex geometry
of the particle and pore arrange~ent, re~ul~ing from
irregular shape, prevents a theoretlcal predlctIon of the
shrinkage and properties of the sintered compact as a
function of temperature, time, green density, &c. On
the other hand, astate of increased activity exists in
real powders compared with the usual model experi
ment attributable to the lattice distortions due to manu
facturing conditions and the smaller particle sizes. Such
non-equilibrium conditions and their elimination ~s

sintering progresses often influence the process, m
quantitatively unknown ways, even if qualitative infor
mation is available (see Section III).

Nonetheless an attempt has been made to transpose
the theory of model sintering experiments to the kinetics
of isothermal powder sintering. The starting point was
again the Kuczynski equations in their original form
and in the form as modified by Kingery and Berg.
Equations for the mid-point approach, and hence for
the shrinkage of sintered powders, are collected in
Table V.

The t4 / 5 law was confirmed only by Kingery and
Berg;61 otherwise relationships with n :::::: 0'4-0'5 were
frequently established for small contractions and con
sidered as a confirrnation of diffusion mechanisms.
These results are listed in Table VI.

According to thc infcrence the validity of:

... [12]

sions whieh often lie between the known values for
grai~-boundary and lattice diffusion, do not norm;;lly
enable a clear identification of the transport mechamsm
to be made. Consequently, and in spite of a lack of
knowledge of the heating-up time and a more or le~s
marked temperature-dependence of the s!opes, an. act~
vation energy is often computed the reahty of whlch IS
open to question. . .

A mathematical analysIs by BockstIegeP25 shows that,
apart from x5 r-.J t (lattice diffusion) or x7

f"oo.I t (surfaee
diffusion) whieh apply for circular eontacts, exponen
tial laws ~lso apply for mid-point approach in the ease
ofnon-circular cross-sectional contaets :

2

M "ß+l [ ]
- r-.J t . .. 14
10

but that the constants cx and ß depend in an unknown
way on the real geometry. Consequently, the resulting
exponent n = 1I(cxß + 1) ?oes not e~ab!e any con~lu
sion to be drawn regardmg the prmclple govermng
transport. Furthermore, the fact that isother~al shrink
age experiments ean seldom be .evaluated m ~ com
pletely satisfactory manner by a simple exponentlai law
over long periods of time and wide ranges of tempera
ture, led Johnson and Cutl~rl07. to derive modified
exponential laws. Thus, the smtermg conta;cts between
adjacent partieies can probably not b~ consldere~ t? be
purely circular, as in the model experIment. Dev~atlOns

of the powder [rom a spherical shape and the eXlstence
of a particle size-distribution account for ~his fact. The
'non-ideal' sintering in the first phase IS transformed
after a certain isothermal sintering time to 'ideal'
behaviour; this is defined by the equation:

mK t
Volume diffusion: 3 1I7t 2 3
Grain-boundary diffusion: 50b/7 7t 4

(b = thickness of grain boundaries.)
By adjusting two parameters, 01 and ot, the shrinkage
curve is drawn as the best straight line throtlgh the
measured points :

1= (Lo - 01) [1 - ~Y;:~] m (t - ot)m ... [16]

This contains the following constants for volume and
grain-boundary diffusion with grain boundaries as
vacancy sinks:

M = (K y VoD ) mtm
10 RTaP

(log Milo = n log t + n log to)

is limitcd to the early stages of sintering, as long as the
contact zones grow in isolation and no grain growth takes
piace via the particles. Any conformity with this law
for increased amounts of shrinkage, which is often
found according to the reports cited in Table VI, must
be considered accidental. Log-log plots of the isothermal
contraction:

or of a parameter derived from it, often give straight
lines with slopes between 0'4 and 0'5. This is considered
to indicate the predominanee of lattiee diffusion (n ::::::
2/5); lesser slopes of r-.J 0'3 (:::::: 2/7) are interpreted on
the basis of grain-boundary and surfaee diffusion. The
activation energies to be ealculated from such expres-

Table V. Equations for mid-point approach in the sphere-sphere model

Authors Coble31 Kuczynski and Ichinose 77 Kingery and Berg 61

Grain boundary as vacancy sink
~ = _ ( 2yDv~o ) t t t ~ = _ ( 7t"(DvVo ) it!- ~ = _ ( 10y2 yDvVo.. )} t!-
'0 RTa3

'0 3y2RTa3
'0 RTa 3

Particle surface as vacancy sink
~=O ~ = _ ~ (40 YDvVo) ti-t-
'0 '0 8 RTa 3

(n no. of contacts per particle)
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lo - l sinto or Vo - V sinto

lo - l theoret. Vo - V theoret.

Thus 'standardised' values with a maximum value of I

are utilised in sintering up to the theoretical density:

Occasionally the densification is represented better
with parameters other than the direetly measured
shrinkage:

· .. [I7J

Mjl + 16rcbD B

o IooaD vd(M)
dt lo

at and al have the meaning of a heating-up time or
heating-up shrinkage; they cannot be determined by
measurement, but only graphically.

The following relationship should also apply for equal
proportions ofvolume and grain-boundary diffusion:

By transforming this equation in accordance with: and also the parameter ranging from 0 to 00 :

· .. [18J Vo - V sint.

V total - V theoret.

it is possible to determine diffusion coefficients and acti
vation energies from the slope A and ordinate section B
of this representation,1°7,126 (For further papers see
Table VI.)

A shrinkage equation with three empirical constants
is also given:

In recently published work Torkar,Oel, and Illigen129
start fram the reaction kinetics, in which the decrease in
porosity is viewed as 'material exchange' of a
chemieal reaction of the nth order. Corresponding to
this view, they derived a 3rd order reaction for the
sintering ofVC:

(M + ß)n = lO" K'(t - ts) + ßII ... [19J
dP
dt

with n = 3' I 3 for grain-boundary diffusion and n =
2 '08 for valurne diffusion.

Such densification equations containing several con
stants are unsuitable for elucidating the mechanism of
material transport. The determination of shrinkage
data by an exponential law always succeeds when
empirical corrections are used which optimise the repre
sentation in log-log form as straight lines.

Pines24 summarised older empirical shrinkage equa
tions. The representations according to:

or

No uniform activation energies or predominant meeh
anisms eould be identified in VC over the whole range
of temperatures investigated.

Numerous densification laws that have so far been
established are listed in Table VI. \Vhere no equation
is given, the expression

have little information value. However, Pines postulated
the general validity of a shrinkage law of the simplified
form:

in which m( T) signifies the heating-up shrinkage, or
any other given pre-contractiQn, and t the isothermal
sintering time. This Vi law originated from the dif
fusion laws on the assumption of the 'diffusion activity'
decreasing according to :

(See also the work by Geguzin and Ovcharenko.128)
In fact, the various results can be represented satisfac
torily in this way, especially when the shrinkage is
followed on the same sample at different, successive
temperatures.

METALLURGICAL REVIEWS

... [26JMjlo = [A exp( -QjRT)t]n

was always used and exponents n and activation energies
Q were determined from it.

As the exponents and activation energies are frequently
given as time- and temperature-dependent, it must be
doubtful what conclusions regarding the transport
mechanisms can be drawn from such equations.

Some reports will now be discussed which not only
give a clear indication of diffusion mechanisms but
also state the type of transport (grain-boundary or
valurne-diffusion, and character of the sources and
sinks).

Kuczynski95 establishes that sintered samples can be
produced to the theoretical density after a second
pressing, although stresses in excess of the yield point
must previously have been applied in the neighbourhood
ofthe residual pores, and further densification must have
taken place without pressing if the flow theory is valid.
However, further densification could be produced only
with the formation of new grain boundaries by plastie
deformation. This must signify that the shortening of
the diffusion paths to the nearest sink or short-cireuit
ehannel must have a deeisive effect.

!\Ilost of the densifieation occurs with the start of
grain-boundary displacement from the neck, e.g. from
the time at whieh grain growth l'ia the individual powder
particles beeomes possible. In this second stage of
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Table VI. Shrinkage and densification equations

Authors Ret. Material Particle size Quantity Temperature n Q, kcal/mole Remarks
measured range,OC

Oxleyand 130 Fe 20llm M 710-880 0·2-0·33 36 } } Following in
Ciceron 710-880 -0,50 36 H2 sequence

920-1000 +0·40 69

710-750 +0'20 182 } Vacuum
750-880 - 0·50 44

Ciceron and 131 Fe 20llm M <740

~
+0·2 78

~
T-dependent

Lacombe +0·33 53
750-90 + 0·20 36 Following in

- 0'50 35 sequence

Ciceron 132 Fe 20llm M 710-800 + 0·20 182
800-880 { + 0'20 46 } Following in

-0,05 42 sequence
910-1000 + 0·40 69

Pinteau, 133 U <441lm M 600-668(a) + 0'40 40 ±4
Ciceron, and 668-775(ß) + 0-40 56 ±5
Lacombe 800-900 (r) + 0·50 29 ±3

900-1000 (r) - 0'50 16 ±3

Pinteau, 134 U 15-201lm 8.1 800-920 0·40 39 Valid only up to
Ciceron, and 3% shrinkage
Lacombe

Hampe 135 U 8.//10 850-1075 0'50 33'8 Extremely low in
oxide

Forss 136 Fe 751l m I"-Po 800,900 1'0 - 1-25 24 n, Q vary with time
pth-Po

Okamura, 137 Cu <501lm Vo-Vs 550-720 0'33 24
Masuda, and Vo-Vth
Kikuta

Borchert 138 Co < 31lm 8.//10 716-1038 { n>O }3 stages followingand Carl Ig t 3;24 - 29
n<O 58 - 61 in sequence

Borchert and 139 Th 50-70 Ilm 8.1110 832-1425

{
+ 0·75 } I

Rieger + 0·46 12 - 68 4 stages following
+ 0'22 in sequence;

- 0'48 34 ± 5 Q is T- and t-
dependent

Th 10-151lm Mflo 832-1425 - 0·51 35 ± 4

Tikkanen 140 Ni 4-10 Ilm Vo-Vs 800-1202 0·50 29'5 - 33 Carbonyl nickel; Q
Vs-Vth increases with

annealing tempera-
ture; Q is depen-
dent on M

Ni 40 Ilm Vo-Vs 1268-1355 0'50 62 Atomised nickel

Vs-Vth powder

Tikkanen and 141 Ni 51lm Vo-Vs 750-1200 0'60 25 - 0·4 Carbonyl nickel
Ylasaari Vs-Vth

Tikkanen and 142 Co 7-30 Ilm 665-885 0'50 70'5
Mäkipirtti

Vo-Vs 882-1215Ni 1-20 Jlm 0·86 26·7 Carbonyl nickel
Cu 2-50 Jlm Vs-Vth 910-1010 0·62 46
Fe 3-20 Jlm 730-890 } 0'65 30 Carbonyl iron

1380-1460
90%W+ W1-7 1lm 1020-1250 0·80 70·9
10% Ni

Mäkipirtti 143 W-Ni-Cu { W 2Jlm

}
n and Q dependent

Vo-Vs on T and on
Ni 6Jlm Vs-Vth 893-1321 0'50.- 1·50 55'3 - 146·7 composition
Cu 12Jlm

Kothari 144 W 0'3-1 Jlm Vo-Vs 1100-1500 0·20 101 ± 2
Vs-Vth

0·20 101 ± 21-8llm
10-18Jlm 0·33 72 ± 2
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Authors Ref. Material Particle size Quantity Temperature n Q, kcal/mole Remarks
measured range,OC

Kothari 145 W 311m r dV; Vo-Vs 1100-1500 0·18 - 0·23 102 ± 2 Different evaluation

dt' Vs-Vth of data possible
W 3~lm ~

I ps-Po 1100-1500 Logarithmic law
L Pth-Po

Kothari and
Fe + cuf

Fe 10-2Ollm Vo-Vs n and Q are dependent
Waring 146

Vs-Vth
950-1250 0·25 - 0'33 64'5 on Cu content

L Cu 30-45 11m

Johnson and 66 Ag < 150llm { (t') 800,900 (0,48) Evaluation according
Clarke to equation [18]

Rhines,deHoff, 147 Cu 74-88 11m Vs-Vth 805-1011 } Vs-Vth _ -(ktn)and Rummel Vo-Vth 0'06-0,40
Ni 74-88 11m 1000-1300

Vo-Vth - exp

Amato, 148 U02 1-2 11m M 710-930 0·40 61'5 -70,5 Q is dependent on
Colombo, and t;; 0: U ratio; Q
Protti decreases

with rise in tempera-
ture

Kostic and 149 U02 < 63 11m ßV { 800-1300 n = no- mT n and Qare
Ristic V; 800-1300 n = 0·11 2·5< 11000 strongly temperature

n = 0·05 12 > 1100° dependent

Bannister 150 BeO 0·2 11m P 1290-1600 - 0'40 116 n is temperature-
dependent trom
1600° C

Aitken 151 BeO 0·41 11m Ml'o > 1200 0·30 Calcining: 900° C
0'65 11m ß'l'o > 1200 0'50 l0000} n decreases
0·91 11m /',,'110 > 1200 0·40 1250° with time

Daniels and 152 Th02 /',,'1'0 750-900 0'41 22 Curved fines
Wadsworth

Daniels and 127 Th02 100A M+ß 777 L 0·31 - 0'33 Evaluation according
Wadsworth AI20 3 0'3-Q'5Ilm -'0-- 1414 J 0·4 - 0·5 to equation [19] with

scatter; both groups
usable for
representation

Johnson 107 AI 20 3 0,2-1 11m , ') ') 0·31 142 Evaluation according
and Cutler 3-5 11m '0- 8

' r 1200-1600 J to equation [16]
1-20 11m )

Bruch 153 AI20 3 0'31lm P 1400-1900 -0,40 150 n is dependent on
green density
n < 0·4 for high Po

Keski and 154 AI20 3 ~
1400-1550 ~

0·31 140
Cutler A120 3+ 18-22 11m Ml'o

MnO ) ) 0·46 140

Jorgensen 155 AI20 3 0'3 11m Ml'o 1300-1650 0'40 Curved Iines

Hagel, 126 Cr20 3 0'14 1lm {(MI'o) 1050-1300 0·46 109·9 Evaluation according
Jorgensen, to equation [18]
and Tomalin

Evaluation accord ingCr20 3 0'141lm M/lo 1050-130J 0·50 101-6
to Table V (Coble 31

)

Ml'o 1050-1300 0·40 123 Evaluation according
Table V (Kingery
and Berg'l)

Anderson 156 BaTi03 0,03-0,1 11m Ml'o 700-1100 0·31 ± 0·03 112 ± 9

Iwasaki 157 Pb (Ti, Ml'o 1160-1240 0·30 - 0·50 60 -140 According to Ti : Zr
Zr) 0 3

ratio

Cech and 158 MoSi2+ ') /',,'1'0 Early stages
and Bronkal AI20 3

S
logarithmic

Si02 /',,'/10 0·20 Late stages

Ammar and 382 NaCI < 531lm /'"pi/'"0 619-737 0·50 - 0·56 Strong influence of
Budworth particle size and green

density
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the following applies for the decrease in porosity:

(d = grain size, proportional to the length of the edge of
the polyhedron).

The range ofvalidity is '" 50-90% of the theoretical
density, i.e. before high proportions of closed pores or
extremely coarse grains have been produced.

Together with the grain-growth law in isothermal
sintering :*

dljdt = - kt/ with k = ko exp( - Q/RT) ... [32]

agreement with actual diffusion data was found for
copper and Al20 3.

However, activation energies of densification cannot
be determined from the integrated equation, because
QdenSification appears to be approximately equal to
Qgraln growth (Bannister,150 Bruch,153). Kingery and
Fran<;ois164 proved in a discussion of equation [28]
that the activation energy for grain growth in the
sintered compact must be consistent with that for
densification, but that it has nothing to do with the
activation energy for grain growth in the massive
porosity-free material. Grain growth and densification
control each other and possess the same activation
energy.167 Only when dPjdt is determined for a constant
density or constant grain size (which is equivalent,
according to Coble and Gupta,165 and also according
to our own measurements) can it be used to calculate
an activation energy for densification. The Coble densifi
cation equation has been confirmed in several reports
since its publication. Fischmeister168 found that the
Coble grain-growth and densification laws were applic
able to 8-[1.m iron powder. Thümmler and Thomma163
confirmed both equations on finely divided cobalt
and nickel powders, both separately and as mixtures
(Fig. 15 and 16). In an attempt to represent the contrac
tion data by exponential laws, they obtained satis
factory straight lines in a11 cases in accordance with:

log D.l/lo = log K + n. log t

where k is constant if the temperatures are not too high.
Deviations at higher temperatures are probably associa
ted with coarse grain formation. Logarithmic shrink
age behaviour was also found by Brown for very fine
MgO, CaO, and NiO powders,170-172 and by Duder-

The slopes (n) depended on the material, mixing ratio,
and temperature, and varied between + 0'3 and
- 0 ·8. Thus a logarithmic representation produced
the most satisfactory results empirica11y before Coble's
work was published.

Morgan and We1ch169 also found a logarithmic
shrinkage law for oxides (MgO, A1 20 3, Sn02, Ti02,
and Nb20 5) at temperatures below 14000 C, and in
some cases over very long periods and for different
degrees of porosity. They obtained the relationship :

... [27]

... [281

... [29]

dPjdt = _ K DvY Vo
d3RT

P = P - K" DvYVo 1 tjto RT n 0

P = P _ K" DvyVol t + K '"
o RT nto+K'"

(for t = to: P = Po)

The relationships formulated above were confirmed by
Coble himselfl a9 on A1 20 3 (with and without MgO
additions) .

In supplementary work Coble and Gupta165 were
also able to account for the discrepancy of 2-4 orders of
magnitude in the value of the diffusion coefficient of
aluminium in Al20 3and copper in copper (Fig. 14).

Instead of tetradecahedra, dodecahedra (12 regular
pentagons as boundary faces) have also been used as
grain shapes in calculations. I t has been shown that the
numerical factors in the densification equation depend
only to a small extent on grain shape. In place of the
original factor K = 10, the corrected ca1culation gives:

sintering, as proved from micrographs (Fig. 3 (a)) and
porosity measurements, the pores form a continuous
channel system along the grain boundaries159 and are
to a large extent open. The grains are considered to be
uniform in shape and size, namely, as tetradecahedra
(14-polyhedra), octahedra with a11 the corners truncated
by four-sided pyramids. Pores in the form of a circular
cylinder lie along a11 the edges of these bodies (Fig. 13).
The solution of the diffusion equation with this geo
metry is as fo11ows, on the assumption of grain bound
aries as vacancy sinks, for the decrease of porosity P:

a

METALLURGICAL REVIEWS

[Courtesy 'J. Applied Physics'
13 a. Geometry of tetradecahedron.

b. Position of cylindrical pores along the edges of the tetrade
cahedron. (Coble.159)

*Theory and experiment have frequently confirmed the applica
bility of the expression:

K = 288 for dodecahedra
K = 335 for tetradecahedra

Mter re-correction of the grain size a value of K = 720
has also been obtained,166 by means of which a good

d2
- do2 = K(T)t

for grain growth in the recrystallisation of massive metals. In
porous sintered compacts the pores have an inhibiting action on
grain growth. Hausner160 introduced a correction term into the
above equation; this term contains the pore radius and total porosity.
Exponentiallaws with smaller exponents have often been observedj
a particularly good approximation was given161-163 by an empirical
law: d3 - doS = K'{T)t. This expression has recently been estab
lished theoretically by Kingery and Franc;ois.164
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stadt and Whitel73 for very fine BeO powders. Ram
et al.174 reported the same behaviour for U0 2 powder
of - 74 [Lm size at 950-15000 C in hydrogen, with
Q = 102 ± 10 kcal/mole, which is in good agreement
with the activation energy of 108 kcal/mole for uranium
ion self-diffusion. Smith175 and Vasilos and Smith176
confirmed the logarithmic law on finely divided molyb
denum and tungsten powders of 2-6 [Lm (Mo) and
0'45-0,88 [.I.ffi (W) particle sizes.*

For the finest powders with diffusion paths that are
short, and remain so, a generally valid logarithmic
contraction law is therefore extremely probable. If
it is found, the mechanism of volume diffusion would
also appear to be confirmed. However, a discrepancy
with an older and widespread view becomes immediately
evident, i.e. that grain-boundary and surface diffusion
predominate with the finest powders. For example,
Tikkanen140 ,141 deduces grain-boundary diffusion from
calculations of the activation energy from contraction
data, while the predominance of surface diffusion is
presumed to some extent by other authors,98,99 provided
that the sintering temperature is not too high. Fedor
chenko et a[,177 also explain the powder contraction as
a consequence ofsurface diffusion.

It must be emphasised, however, that a low activa
tion energy alone is still not a clear indication of surface
or grain-boundary diffusion, even when a uniform
time law exists over the whole range of temperatures
and contractions under consideration. Even when

* Because of a criticism by Jorgensen155 of the derivation of the
Coble densification equation, Coble still uses only equation [27].
We believe, however, that the derivation is correct and must lead to
the logarithmic densification equation [29] or [30], provided that the
grain-growth equation [30] is valid.

METALLURGICAL REVIEWS

volume diffusion predominates, much higher atom
mobility than that corresponding to 'true' volume
diffusion can exist, because of the numerous non
equilibrium states. Relevant investigations have been
reported by Geguzin,128 by Lange et al.l 78 and by
Aucouturier et al. 179 on sintered compacts. The activa
tion energy for diffusion processes, composed of Qr,
for formation and Qm, for migration of vacancies, lies in
such a case far below the 'standard' value in the distorted
lattice. Finally, the shrinkage is much higher in very fine
than in coarse powders, a fact that is directly opposed to
the predominance ofsurface diffusion.

It must be assumed, on the other hand, that surface
diffusion plays a greater part with coarse-grained and
coarsely crystalline powders, i.e., when the diffusion
paths for vacancies to the next sink are too wide. In
such cases only the vacancies near to grain boundaries
or surfaces can contribute to the densification process.
This is in agreement with the small shrinkage of such
powders.140 The results obtained by Fischmeister and
Zahn80,98,168 confirm this view completely. Surface
diffusion contributes in the early stages to the elimina
tion of very active surfaces and in the later stages to the
rounding-off of pores.

111. Further factors influencing sintering

1. General

Numerous possibilities exist of influencing the promo
tion or inhibition of sintering, either deliberately or
otherwise. These include all the 'secondary' factofs
listed in Table 11 under Band C, which relate both to
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exist only in an equilibrium state at one temperature.
On the other hand, a comparison between metals
possessing cubic, hexagonal, and tetragonallattices shows
that the temperature at the start of sintering, referred
to the relevant melting point, increases with decreasing
symmetry, Le. the sinterability decreases correspond
ingly.180,183 This could be due to the occurrence of
non-metallic homopolar bonding constituents, at any
rate with less closely packed structures. These results
are still uncertain in relation to the low-melting-point
metals lead, tin, cadmium, and zinc, because when
comparisons were made the effect of the thinnest surface
films was not completeley excluded; this is recognised
as being particularly strong in the case of tin.l 81

With oxides and other compounds, the bonding con
ditions are much more complex owing to the existence of
heteropolar and homopolar bonds. Structural influences
were not explicitly investigated. In studying nitrides of
the transition metals Samsonov et al. 182 established
qualitatively an influence of electron-density distribu
tion in the d-shells. Furthermore, the loss of nitrogen
during vacuum sintering should bring about an increas
ing proportion of ion bonding and promote dense sinter
ing.

Bron183 treated crystal-chemical relationships in the
sintering of mixed oxides and oxide mixtures, and found
that extending the lattice and loosening the bonding
promoted sintering as a result of excess disordering.
Results on organic materials (anthracene, terphenyl,
hydroquinone, nylon, &c.), are very informative in this
connection: these materials sinter very badly or almost
not at all, which is explained by the fact that the diffus
ing units are very large, so that the self-diffusion coef
ficients are extremely smal1.l 84 ,185

With suitable metals the various modifications
and the influence of the transformation can be investi
gated. It must be borne in mind that other properties
also alter during the transformation and that sintering
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(a) The surface or contact conditions between the
particles are altered.

(b) The activation energies of the transport mech
anisms are raised or lowered.

(c) The number of particles capable of migration is
changed.

(d) The type of particle transport or of transport path
is changed.

100

powder and processing criteria. (Of the aspects men
tioned under A, the influence of structure, state of
bonding, and of modification changes has not so far
been considered). An extensive amount of mostly quali
tative, factual material also exists in this field, which it
is difficult to arrange in a simple scheme. Often several
of the conceivable factors act simultaneously, and this
increases the problem of assessment. I t must be the aim
of all relevant experiments to determine the parameters
individually as far as possible. Investigations have been
undertaken from time to time with the object of obtain
ing a technically utilisable, sinter-promoting action,
e.g. by the influence of aggressive gas atmospheres or
of small additions of foreign substances. The concept
of 'activated sintering' was developed in this connection.

Although some of these phenomena belong to the field
of multicomponent systems (Section IV), the influence
of oxide layers, sintering atmospheres, and deviations
from stoichiometry will be treated in this section. The
promotion or inhibition of a sintering process, which
naturally consists of the exercise of a positive or negative
effect on transport processes, can take place in the fol
lowing ways:

It is by no means always possible to state which of
these factors exerts a promoting or inhibiting impulse.

2. Effect of structure, state of bonding, and modification
changes

Clearly, a general structural influence will not have to
be investigated in the case of in a pure material, as it can
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[Courtesy Consultants Bureau.
15 Logarithmic contraction of veryfine cobalt and nickel powders.

(Thümmler and Thomma. '63)

[Courtesy Consu/tants Bureau.
16 Grain growth during the sintering of nickel powder

compacts (at 1000° C, different green densities).
(Thümmler and Thomma'63)
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17 Influence of crystallite size on the sintered density of U02

powders of different origins. (Moorthy and Rao. 207
)

(b) Lattice activity

(i) Particle and crystallite size

I t is generally known that finer powders give higher
shrinkage than coarser material and that favourable
distribution functions improve the apparent powder
density, tap density, and green and sintered density; on
the other hand, fine powders give lower apparent and
green densities. The atomic processes in fine materials
usually take place more rapidly and easily during
sintering, because surfaces, grain boundaries, and all
lattice distortions are present within a more restrictcd
space, and hardly any undistorted regions exist. The
finest powders, especially in the pressed state, also have
a large 'integral contact area' per unit volume, pro
vided that their surface is not too severely fissured.
Oxide powders produced by the calcining of metal
salts, together with the metal powders obtained from them
by hydrogen reduction, become more widely dispersed
and therefore more active with decreasing calcining
and reducing temperatures. Particle sizes of < 0'1 fLm
are obtained in this way. The specific surface areas of
oxides so prepared reach up to 100 m 2 jg. The very
numerous investigations on the shrinkage of powders
manufactured by different processes cannot be de
scribed in detail here; some recent papers are given in
Refs. 113, 200, 201, and 202. Variations in shrinkage
behaviour between mixtures of different iron powders
have been reported. 203 Extreme effects were found with
MgO.24 In many investigations on powders adequate
consideration has certainly been given to the particle
parameters, but the crystallite sizes (to be determined

Apart from the specific surface area, other proper
ties have been utilised to characterise the surface
activity ofvery fine powders, such as catalytic behaviour,
adsorption and desorption, oxidation, exo-electron
emission, electron-microscope characterisation, and so
on.199 All these can be used to control the reproducibi
lity of powder manufacture.

(a) Surface activity

Powders with a high surface activity are often charac
terised by sharp surface irregularities, as weIl as by a
high specific surface area. In every case the atoms are
particularly mobile on surfaces having a strongly convex
curvature, which leads to the initiation of sintering at
very low temperatures with such powders. Thus,
sintering phenomena were observed in gold powders,
with a particle dia. of ""' 0'01 fLm, at ""' 1500 C, from
the changes in resistance and in the reflecting power for
infra-red radiation.196 Relationships exist between the
specific surface area and the sintering behaviour which
have been investigated for iron, nickel, cobalt and
chromium, or their oxides, by Royen197 and Fedor
chenko and Kostyrko.177 An increase in surface values
naturally gives lower sintering temperatures and
a higher shrinkage. While the surface activity is likely
to be the deciding factor at the start of sintering, it is
very probable that the lattice activity contributes to
the effect as sintering progresses. All the surface
phenomena in powder manufacture, pressing, and sinter
ing have been summarised by Eremenko and Niz
henko.198

METALLURGICAL REVIEWS

contacts can be destroyed or distorted by reason of
volume changes. Detailed investigations have been
undertaken, especially on iron. Observations based on
the chemistry, according to which transformations, de
composition, &c., should always promote sintering,186
are not confirmed for iron, however. Various
authors80.98 ,130-132,168.188,189 deal in detail with the sinter-
ing of iron in the ex- and y-regions. Sintering proceeds
much more slowly in the y-region than in the ex-region,
in analogy with the pattern of the diffusion coefficients.
A further basis for this can be found in the grain growth
during the ex-y transformation, so that many pores are
enclosed in the interior of larger grains. The irreversible
destruction of sintering contacts, which are often not
formed again after re-transformation, is also an in
fluencing factor. The different proportions of volume,
grain-boundary, and surface diffusion in the two modi
fications and the additional defects which are probably
produced after transformation make an exact inter
pretation more difficult. Hampe190 found similarly with
uranium that existing sintering contacts were destroyed
in the ex-ß and ß-y transformations.

3. Eflect of powder activity

The total activity of the powder particles is composed
of the surface and lattice activities. The surface activity
is directly related to the particle size and shape, and
hence to the specific surface. I t cannot be rigorously
separated from the lattice activity, because the 'surface
space' according to Hüttig50 extends into the interior
of the particle. Finally, fine particles, irrespective of
how they were obtained, always possess both a high
surface activity and an increased activity in the form of
irreversible disorder of the most varied types. However,
it seems reasonable to start by considering the
influence of surface activity separately. Various, mostly
older, papers exist on the overall influence of powder
activity191,192 in which many phenomena are described.
More recent reports have been published by Murray,193
Blackman,194 and Torkar and Perlhefter.195
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lisation (grain growth, eontrolled by the grain-boundary
energy) that influenees the sintering proeess. However,
this pieture seems to be over-simplified, espeeially
sinee it has been found that even when complete free
dom from stresses has been aehieved, exeess lattiee
disorder that inereases the diffusion period is still
effective for some time. Bokshtein214 found for the
diffusion of tin in massive nickel after 12 % elongation
that the volume diffusion at 7000 C, but without
an intermediate anneal, was increased by a factor
of 7 ; after an intermediate anneal at gooo C the factor
was 4,6, while it was still 1'2 after annealing at 1200

0 C.
Cold deformation acts on D v even after prolonged
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[Courtesy 'Ber. Deut. Keram. Ges.'·
18 Influence of grinding time on the compressive strength of

aluminium silicate sintered compacts. (Naeser, Scholz, and
Fiedler. 21O

)

by X-ray methods) have seldom been taken into account.
Reports on this aspect have been published by
Oel, %04-206 and by Moorthy and Rao. 207 The crystal
lite size must have a considerable influence on the
effectiveness of grain boundaries as sinks for vacancies.
Fig. 17 shows an example of such an effect. 1t has
been established 208 that powder from single-crystal
particles exhibits slight grain growth at high sintering
temperatures, while polycrystalline particles show a
strong grain growth, corresponding to their higher
activity.

(ii) Lattice defects, dislocations; Internal stresses

Non-equilibrium states within the volume (excess
vaeancies, dislocation arrangements, and internal stresses)
also arise from the method of powder production ; excess
energy ean be introduced into powders, espeeially by
cold working, i.e. grinding. Fundamental work on this
aspect has been reported by Naeser et al. 209 ,210 A
periodic dependence of the activity is found, not only
for sintering processes but also for many kinds ofchemical
reaction, on the duration of grinding or rolling, with
maxima and minima (Fig. 18). The strength values are
particularly affected during the sintering of oxides.
This is interpreted by assuming an interaction of lattice
distortions and healing ofthe distortions during deforma
tion; but the exact mechanism has not been explained.
An increase in densification with grinding time is also
shown. 21l It is established212 that Al 20 3 powder is
more active when ground for a longer time after calcining
at a high temperature than when ground for a shorter
time to the same particle size after calcining at a lower
temperature. Lattice defects due to grinding thus appear
to be effeetive for a longer period in the ease of Al 20 3
than in that of metals with a high recrystallisation
capacity at lower temperatures.

The results on the influence of deformation-induced
stresses in metals are not in agreement. Thus, Torkar
and Perlhefter195 state that the stresses are eliminated
at temperatures much lower than those at whieh
densifieation begins, and are thus without practical
importanee as far as sintering processes are eoneerned.
It is not the deformation-controlled primary recrystal
lisation (which is much more important in metals
than in oxides, &c. 213), but the seeondary reerystal-
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. [Courtesy 'Physics Metals Metallography'.
19a Shnnkage rate dldt (/11110 ) of electrolytic copper powder

compacts at different heating-up rates:
(1) 5, (2) 2, (3) 0,8, (4) 0'4, (5) 0,2, (6) 0'1, (7) 0·05 degC/sec.
(Geguzin and Ovcharenko.128)

[Courtesy 'Physics Metals Metallography'.
19b Diffusion data (D.N; N = number of pores per unit volume)

calculated from Fig. 19a; values increase with increasing
heating-up rate, owing to the slow removal of lattice dis
tortions. (Geguzin and Ovcharenko.128

)
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4. The influence of stoichiometry

A special type of change in lattice aCtlV1ty beeomes
possible, for example, with oxide eompounds, as a result
of the presenee of non-stoichiometric states in the cation
or anion sub-lattice. Excess oxygen is present in uranium
dioxide (U02+X ) at elevated temperatures in the form
of interstitial atoms, whieh are extremely mobile. 221
(U02+X ) sinters more easily than the stoiehiometrie
oxide under many, if not all, conditions. 222,223 Tem
peratures for optimum densifieation were found, above
which lower values are again obtained (Fig. 20). The
cause of this regression is not known with eertainty;
possible causes are the formation of gas in the interior or
intensified grain growth at the higher temperature.
However, the sinter-promoting influence is rapidly
removed in hydrogen. The time law of grain growth
in sintering is found to be a function of the °:U ratio
and the sintering atmosphere. 224 It must, however,
be noted that, especially with U02, the influence
of oxygen and particle size often cannot be separated
rigorously, because the finer particles often have a
higher °:U ratio.

A sinter-promoting influence of exeess zine (1-6 ppm)
has been found with ZnO, but not in all cases.225-227
An intensified zinc self-diffusion with an exeess of zine
is postulated. The eomposition of an oxide, at any rate
of the surfaee layers, ean also be controlled by the sintering
a tmosphere; this isvery evident in the sintering behaviour
of A1 20 3.86,228 This is referred to in Seetion III.6b.
Equations have been formulated 229 which should be
applicable, with deviations from stoichiometry, for the
effective diffusion coeffieients. Blackman194 and Parra
vano 87 ,88 have published reviews on the influence of
stoichiometry.

and

must be fulfilled simultaneously. If the grain size is not
too fine (according to [35]), or has a sufficiently high pro
duct Dvt (aceording to [34]), volume diffusion will be
predominant. In the porous structure Db and henee
the ratio Dv/Db can evidently be far higher than in the
massive meta!.
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annealing at high temperatures. Thümmler, in
experiments on eold-worked eopper83 at 7500 C on the
bar-wire model, found that the mobility eoeffieients
were inereased by up to two orders of magnitude; an
influenee is still deteetable at higher temperatures (see
Fig. 7). It is doubtful whether such effeets can be
transposed to a greater extent to metal-powder eompaets
in praetiee, because an inhibiting impulse is introduced
by the poor compressibility of deformed powder.

Geguzin et al. 215, 216 investigated the shrinkage kinetics
of eleetrolytieally deposited copper powder, which also
shows severe internal stresses. Marked maxima were
found in shrinkage rates at certain temperatures,
aeeording to the heating-up rate (Fig. 19 (a)), from
whieh sharply increased diffusion coefficients for the
distorted erystallattiee ean be ea1culated. Geguzin and
Oveharenk0128 also report model sintering experiments
on the wire-wire model with eleetrolytically eoated
copper wires. The neck growth and the diffusion coef
fieients ea1culated from the Pines equation (Table IV)
are much higher than in the model experiment with
uneoated copper wires, e.g. by a factor of 100 at 7500 C,
15 at 8700 C, and 4 at 10200 C. Inereased values were
still found after 20 h at 10200 C. In spite of the absence
of chemieal concentration gradients diffusion porosity
is found preferentially along grain boundaries. A similar
result was obtained by Pines and Sirenko ;218 pores
were formed on the side of the less distorted lattice
as the dislocation densities are lower there (the disloca
tions here should be effective as vacancy sinks!). Even
a smaller excess of vacancies is then sufficient for the
separation of pores, because of unequal dislocation
currents. The dislocation density is higher on the
more severely distorted side of the diffusion specimen,
so that the effective supersaturation in vacancies is
less.

Diffusion measurements on porous sintered compacts
in the non-equilibrium structure are also of interest in
this eonnection.l 78 ,179,219 The discrepancy, whieh is
often considerable, between true diffusion eoefficients
and mobility coefficients ca1culated from sinter models
can possibly be explained on these grounds. According
to Aucouturier et al.179 and Guiraldenq 219 the activation
energies for grain-boundary diffusion are 39 in massive
()(-iron, 30 in porous ()(-iron, and 40'3 or 36"7 kcal/mole,
respeetively, in the y phase. There is no sudden discon
tinuity in the ()(-y transformation. In the volume dif
fusion of iron in porous nickel QFe is 10 kcal/mole lower
than in massive nickel, and 13 kcal/mole lower in
porous than in massive cobalt, Hässner220 summarises
the criteria according towhich ofthe effectivelymeasured
diffusion eoeffieients are identical with the true D v

This shows that the eonditions:
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5. The influence of corpuscular radiation

Heavy particles, e.g. neutrons above a certain energy
level, expel lattice constituents from their regular posi
tions. This means that allowance must be made for
additional vacancies; the steady-state concentration is
dependent on the flux and, because of the parallel heal
ing processes, is strongly temperature-dependent.
Dienes,230 for example, refers to their influence on the
sintering process. An increase in the diffusion leading
to sintering is caused in this way, especially at low tem
peratures. Apart from isolated observations, however,
no experimental material on this subject is available.
U02 sinters under neutron bombardment at tempera
tures as low as 200 0 C, and properties are observed at
600 0 C which show no further changes after a subsequent
long-time anneal outside the reactor at gooo C.231
McBride and Clinton 232 investigated the change in
specific surface area of Th02 powders after irradiation
with a flux of 2'5 x 1013 nfcm 2fsec, and at temperatures
up to 100 0 C, for 489 days, and found a very marked
decrease. It is concluded that accelerated material
transport takes place, especially with crystallites of
< 2000 A. Larger crystallites were less affected. How
ever, these results cannot be directly transposed to the
behaviour of non-fissionable materials.

6. The influence of foreign constituents

The sintering process can be affected in various ways by
foreign atoms and foreign constituents, which can be
present in different forms and are to some extent un
avoidable. The influence of sintering atmospheres and
aggressive gases has also to be considered in this con
nection. A very important part is played in practice
by oxidised surface layers. These factors are described
below.

(a) Oxide layers

Jf the layers are reducible or soluble, or dissociated
during sintering, a promoting effect is observed up to
certain layer thicknesses. This was found by various
authors233-237 for copper and iron, where the most
effective layer thicknesses lie between 400 and 500 A and
400-600 A, respective1y. The spongy surface metal
present after decomposition of the oxides is more active
than the massive metal, which is free from oxide from
the start. Rutkowski238 recorded a sinter-promoting
effect with metalloxide mixtures (Cu-CuO, Fe-Fe203'
W-W03) , as long as the water vapour formed and
other enclosed gases could be removed sufficiently easily.
Dienst and \Verner 239 found a lower heat of activation of
sintering with pre-oxidised powders. The unfavourable
action of thicker layers evidently depends on too great a
deterioration in the contact conditions due to an in
crease in the specific volume.

Oxides that are not removable under sintering condl
tions have in general an inhibiting effect*, because they
act as diffusion barriers. The fact that aluminium
powder, for example, cannot be densified to give usable
compacts by cold pressing and sintering is generally
known, as well as the pOOl' sintering characteristics of

* See Section IV for the promoting effect of certain oxide additions
in the later stages of sintering.
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stainless steel under 'ordinary' conditions. The causes
are the Al20 3 or high Cr203 contents of the. surface
layers. Similar effects have been rep~rte~ .~lth ura
nium,240 where VO layers have a more mhlbümg effect
than U02. Hampe135,190 found that the temperature at
which a strength increase takes place is > 200 degC
lower with an O 2 content of r--J 0'01 % than in a powder
with 0'06% 02' The differences disappeal' at higher
temperatures. Apart from these results and a. few
values given by Magdanz and Sauerwald 235 practIcally
no quantitative data are known to exist. Frieme1,
Knacke, and Stranski181 showed that extreme1y thin,
even in some cases, monomolecular oxide and adsorp
tion layers, can have a strongly inhibiting effect with
tin. Clearly such factors exert a particularly marked
effect in low-melting-point metals, as all the sintering
temperatures that can be used for these metals are very
low with reference to the properties of the layer (contact
Sn02-Sn02)·

(b) The inßuence of sintering atm.ospheres

An extremely important influence is exerted by the
sintering atmosphere. Inert or reducing gases in the
case of metals, and inert, reducing, and oxidising
media in the case of ceramics, can cause fundamental
differences. Additions of aggressive or nascent gases
promote the reactions. Only a few reports can be
discussed in this connection. Reviews on the influence
of the atmosphere have been published by various
authors241-243 (see also Ref. 17, pp. 407-415).

The fact, established in Section 6a, that the sintering
process is in general inhibited in metals with non-redu
cible oxide layers, also implies that a significant oxygen
partial pressure (e.g. impure or moist hydrogen, argon,
&c.) gives pOOl' results in such cases. This indicates
the use ofvacuum sintering, e.g. with beryllium or other
highly reactive metals, although conditions must be
established that prevent too much vaporisation. The rate
of vaporisation depends not only on the sintering
temperature, but also in practice on the geometry of
the sintering vessel, the packing density, and the tem
perature distribution. The material to be sintered can
also be covered with suitable powdered substances.

Vaporisation of the sintered compact is undesirable
primarily because of losses of material and changes in
shape, and in some cases because of changes in compo
sition. Certainly a sinter-inhibiting effect is associated
with vaporisation, when the inner surfaces undergo
a marked reaction with the gas phase and do not contri
bute to the internal transportation of material. On the
other hand a se1ective vaporisation of impurities is very
advantageous in many cases (tantalum, niobium), e.g.
suboxides. Small amounts of auxiliary metals used as
aids to sintering can also be vaporised again out of
high-melting-point metals and carbides in a high
vacuum.

In removing enclosed or adsorbed gases from the
compact a vacuum is often superior to other sintering
atmospheres, because such gases govern the final density,
especially in the later stages of sintering, or make further
densification more difficult (see also Section V). The
phenomenon of'over-sintering', i.e. a decrease in density
in spite of further sintering, must be attributed, at least

METALLURGICAL REVIEWS
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21 Influence of initial porosity on the shrinkage or expansion

of copper powder compacts. Left of diagram: heating-up to
10000 C; right of diagram: isothermal sintering at 10000 C.
(Pines, Sirenko, and Sukhinin. 260

)

refer both to the sintered and the unsintered state, and
general relationships have been established. Discussion
of these is outside the scope of the present review, how
ever. Papers dealing with the separate assessment of
the above points with reference to the sintering process
are much less common. Thus, there are hardly any
reviews dealing with the way in which the integral
contact area grows with increasing compacting pressure,
or how the specific surface area of the powder decreases.
Undoubtedly these relationships are very different for
metallic and ceramic powders. Regarding point (b)
Lenel et al. 257 established for copper compacts that the
residual stresses are responsible for the early shrinkage
from 210 to {: 4000 C. The actual densification, charac
terised by a temperature-dependence, takes piace only
above 6500 C, e.g. after the stresses have been largely
eliminated. This view is confirmed by Lenel et al.120.123

Matsumura 258 also states that the actual sintering
process is not influenced by the compacting stresses, as
these are eliminated too rapidly.

Model experiments on cold welding during compact
ing were conducted by Nicholas. 259 The essential
result is that the oxide layers are cracked, not by the
compacting pressure itself, but only by the relative
movement of the faces against each other. This result
does not of course cast any doubt on the importance of
the increased surface of contact.

The inclusion of gases at high compacting pressures
is of great importance. The growth phenomena during
sintering, which are associated with gas inclusion in
some cases, have been known qualitatively for some
time, and were investigated more accurately by Pines,
Sirenko and Sukhinin. 260 The effect becomes greater
with decreasing initial porosity; under the conditions of
Fig. 21 no shrinkage is observed with copper powder
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7. The influence of pressing

The main factors to be investigated are:
(a) Raising the 'integral contact area' per unit volume,

thus producing an increase in green density.
(b) Introduction of elastic and plastic deformation.
(e) Deformation or cracking of surface layers.
Cd) Inclusion of air and gases.

A large number of empirical investigations into the
dependence ofvarious material properties on the pressing
conditions have been reported in the literature. These
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in many cases, to the effects of entrapped or newly
generated gases.

Sintering was frequently promoted by the addition of
aggressive gases such as chlorine and HCI, and of
especially reactive nascent hydrogen (for example, by
the decomposition of TiH2). In such cases new sinter
active surfaces are continually formed, thus accounting
for the promotion of sintering. Attempts were made to
utilise such an 'activated sintering process', especially
for iron powder metallurgy, and good results were ob
tained with regard to the density and the magnetic and
mechanical properties Ce.g. a much higher elongation).
Investigations in this direction have been made by
Eudier,244 Korovsky,245 and Andrievsky and Fedor
chenko,246 who later summarised all the aspects of acti
vated sintering. 247 Chlorine-containing sintering atmos
pheres promote the sintering process in the case of iron
and steel by the formation of volatile or low-melting
point metal halides, especially in the early stages. This
is supported by the fact that the strength properties
determined by neck growth, such as tensile strength
and elongation, are improved to a greater extent than
the densification. Stainless-steel powder behaves in the
same way, according to Andrievsky and Solonin,248
while Eisenkolb 249 found no sinter-promoting effect in
atmospheres containing chlorine, except when nascent
hydrogen from titanium hydride was used. Processes
employing aggressive gases 01' additives cause dif
ficulties in practice, however, because of the increased
danger of corrosion.

The influence of oxygen partial pressure in the sinter
ing of oxides is obvious, because surface deviations
from stoichiometry, and consequently the degree of
disorder, can be increased C01' eliminated). This effect
is often investigated with uranium oxide. The maxi
mum sintering temperature is frequently necessary in
dry hydrogen to obtain given density values, while
lower temperatures are sufficient in moist hydrogen,
argon, and nitrogen. 250 ,251 In steam the oxide can also be
sintered to very high densities at temperatures as low as
13000 C. 252,253 All sinter-promoting atmospheres give
products with an 0: U ratio significantly > 2 '00 Ce.g.
2'05-2'15) which is unfavourable for use as a nuclear
fuel. If the advantage of over-stoichiometric sintering
is to be utilised, therefore, a reducing anneal in dry
hydrogen must be carried out subsequently.

It has been found 255 that the greatest sintering rate
is observed in oxides with a variable valency (CuO)
when the dissociation pressure and atmospheric partial
pressure are the same. I t is also understandable in this
connection that Cr203 in vacuum or nitrogen gives
bettel' densification than in oxidising atmospheres. 256
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beyond 14% porosity, but only growth. The effect is
more marked with finer than with coarser powder.
Given very careful heating-up this disturbance is
usually less, as the pores are not really elosed and the
gas can still be evolved slowly.

In the case of die-compacted powders shrinkage is
usually found to be different in directions parallel and
vertical to the direction of pressing. This is a conse
quence of the density distribution in the compact and
the unequal distribution of contact area in the various
directions. The ratio ofradial and longitudinal shrinkage
is dependent on compacting pressure, sintering tempera
ture, dimensions, and the method of supporting the
specimen; however, the ratio can neither be predicted
nor fully interpreted.

Even in unpressed (e.g. vibrated) powders, such
anisotropies in shrinkage exist. Relevant investigations
have been reported by Lenel, Hausner, and their co
workers,1l8.119.261-264 who infer from the results that the
force of gravity exerts an influence on the sintering
process.

If a high initial density is obtained without the use
of a compacting pressure, e.g., by vibration with a suit
able partiele-size distribution, the influence of the high
density can be studied separately, without interference
from factars (b)-(d). In this case the sinter density is
dependent to a greater extent on the partiele size and
distribution and the powder activity than for compacted
powders. By maintaining elose tolerances, however,
surprisingly high densities (> 95%) can be attained;
this has been demonstrated with beryllium, for ex
ample. 265, 266

plete sintering is possible in case [36dJ given sufficie?t
sintering time. '{'he component with the lower '( wIll
completely surround the other component by surface
diffusion. This gives the state of lowest free energy (see
also Ref. [198]). The lower the value of '(AB the greater
is the driving force, in every case. I t must be em
phasised that the interfacial energy controls the process
even without the formation ofliquid phases ; the effect is
more elearly marked in the presence of a liquid phase
only because of the phenomenon of wetting. Strictly
speaking, the absence or presence of wetting can also
be defined between solid phases.

2. Without solubility of the components

In this case, according to Pines and Sukhinin 267 and
Goodison and White268 the sintering characteristics are
a quadratic function of the mixing ratio. The number of
similar types of A-A or B-B contacts, compared with
the number of A-B contacts, determines the behaviour
of the system exelusively. With the same proportions by
valurne CA and CB (assuming equal partiele size and
shape), and the same statistical distribution, the A-B
contacts are the most frequent and their influence on
the overall sintering behaviour is a maximum. Pines
expresses the shrinkage '!J by the following equation :

... [37]

with

CA + CB = I

a simple linear dependence on shrinkage is obtained,
while for

Here '!JA and '!JB signify the shrinkage behaviour of
components A and B under the same conditions, e.g. the
behaviour ofA-A or B-B contacts alone ; their number is
a function of the square ofCAand CB. '!JAB is the propor
tion ofshrinkage due to the A-B contacts.

An analysis ofequation [33] shows thatfor:

IV. Sintering of multicomponent systems

1. General

I t is an undisputed fact that in multicomponent systems,
with and without a liquid phase present, the decrease in
free surface energy ('(A, '(B) or in interfacial energy
'( AB is a precondition for the commencement ofsintering.
According to Pines,267 a condition for mutually insoluble
systems is;

• .• [39a]

· .. [39b]

With

'(AB< '(A + '(B ... [36a] convex parabolas are formed, e.g. intensified contraction
of the mixtures, and concave parabolas result for

\Vhile contacts build up in case [36c] with an approach
of the mid-points up to a 'critical distance' only, com-

92

no sintering of the A-B contacts takes place, although
the A-A and B-B contacts sinter together in every case.
If the condition stated in [36a1 is valid, a distinction
must still be drawn between

• •. [39c]
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corresponding to decreased shrinkage of the mixtures.
According to definition, therefore, case [39a] represents
the behaviour of an 'ideal mixture' . The quadratic
relationship [37], which is also valid for the strength
of sintered compacts, has been verified on several
systems (Cu-W, Cu-Mo, Cu-Fe) (Fig. 22) and was
even extended to three-component systems (Pines et
al. 267 ,269.270-272). With an 'inactive' component (B),
which does not sinter even at the temperature in question,
'!JB and '!JAB can become zero. This is expressed, for
example in the sintering ofCu-Mo and Cu-W mixtures,
by a sharp drop in the strength, extrapolated to zero
porosity, with increasing molybdenum and tungsten
contents (Fig. 23).

... [36c ]

•.. [36dJ

'(AB> '(A + '(B

'(AB< I '(A - '(B I

'( AB > I '( A - '(B I
and
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eermets are typieal eases in whieh the eomponents are
insoluble or only slightly soluble. However, no investi
gations into the validity of equation [37] have been
published, apart from the ease of the cermet system
Cr-AI20 3 in whieh, aeeording to Modl-Onitseh, 274
beeause of the difference in melting points, only the
ehromium sinters to any extent up to 1450° C, and both
'YJA1203 and llCr-A1203 are zero.

On the other hand, the quadratie eoneentration
dependenee of the shrinkage was found in some
insoluble oxide mixtures : Goodison and White 268
showed this for Cr20 3-Si02 and MgCr20cMg2Si04'

A eonsiderable improvement takes plaee in the sinter
ing behaviour and ehemieal properties of oxide eermets
when a limited interaction (wetting, solubility, or
chemical reaction) between the components ean be
aehieved. 275 This ean be brought about in many eases
by introdueing an 'auxiliary phase' whieh reaets
towards both sides. Thus, improvements were observed
with Cr-AI 20 3 eermets in the presenee of Cr20 3,
whieh can easily be formed, e.g., by slightly oxidising
sintering atmospheres. 274. 276

3. With mutual solubility of the components

It is necessary to differentiate in general between:
(a) Sintering homogeneous solid solutions (without

a eoneentration gradient),
(b) Sintering with simultaneous homogenisation,
(c) Sintering with the deeomposition of solid

solutions.
Thümmler277 dealt with the sintering of dilute,

homogeneous solid solutions, in eomparison with the
pure base metal, and studied the systems Fe-Sn,
Fe-Mo, Fe-Ni, and Cu-Sn with up to r--' 2 at.-%
of the seeond metal. The bar-wire model was adopted.
The sintering behaviour is dosely related to the physical
and thermodynamie propcrties of the solid solutions
(Fig. 24). In eases of higher strength and hardness
values, whieh originate from the bonding forees in the
lattiee and whieh in the system Fe-Mo, for example,
give a higher formation energy for vaeaneies,278 a
marked inhibition of sintering by the seeond metal is
observed. There are still no data available as to whether
an inereased atom mobility, such as that observed in
systems on a silver basis,279 produces thc reverse effeet.
The segregation phenomena reported in Ref. (gI) are
ofgreat interest (see Seetion Ir. I).

Sintering with the simultaneous formation of solid
solutions is mueh more diffieult to survey, and is aeeom
panied in some eases by unexpeetedly large-scale effects.
Many reports have been published on this aspeet of
sintering, beeause thc sintering of ordinary powder
mixtures often involves mutual dissolution. A great
deal of work has also been carried out with the aim of
aetivating the sintering proeess by small additions.
The first investigations originated from May,280 Butler
and Hoar,281 Balchin,12 and Agte and Vaeek. 282,283
Strongly inhibiting or promoting effeets of tbe seeond
eomponent were observed, aeeording to the materials
used, sintering eonditions, and stage of sintering.
Here thc deeiding faetor is not the solid-solution forma
tion, as such, but the different partial diffusion eoeffi-
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Aeeording to its derivation, equation [37J should
apply only for immiseible systems; this must not be
understood uneonditionally, beeause the term II AB

direetly refleets the behaviour of the A-B eontaet, whieh
ean also aet as a promoting or inhibiting faetor during
the formation of solid solutions or intermetallic phases
(see Williams and Jones. 273).

The values Y A, YB, and Y AB are of deeisive importanee
for the magnitude of II AB, as mentioned above. Oxide
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[Courtesy ·Zhur. Tekhn. Fiziki'.
22 Total shrinkage (T\) of copper/iron mixtures subdivided into

component contractions T\ACA 2 and TlBCB 2 and (top) IAT\ =
2T\ABCAC B , according to equation [37]. (Pines and Sukhi
nin. 2IO

)
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POROSITY. PER CENT.

[Courtesy ·Zhur. Tekhn. Fiziki'.
23 Tensile strength O"B as a function of porosity P for copperl

tungsten and copper/molybdenum powder mixtures.
(1) Pure Cu; (2) Cu + 5%W or Mo; (3) Cu + 20%W or Mo;
(4) Cu + 35%W or Mo. (Pines and Sukhinin. 260

)
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[Courlesy 'Physics Melals Melallography'.
24b Formation energy of vacancies (Qj) in Fe-Mo solid solutions.

(Mokrov. 278
)

• Here the influence ofthe change in disorder ofthe electrodeposited
layer itself could be eliminated.

t However, the mechanism ofpromotion is somewhat different here
(see below).
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Co-Ni, and Ag-Cu in model experiments with elect:o
lytic deposition of the second metal, • in many made
systems (see Section IV.5), and in tungsten with small
additions of metals of the iron group. t

More recently the inhibited sintering characteristics
of powder mixtures, e.g. in t~e Cu-~~ system, h';l.Ve
been investigated. Under certam condltIOns expansIOn
phenomena were observed instead of contraction
(Fig. 25a). According to Fisher and Rudman, 284
these are directly related to the degree of homogenisa
tion (Fig. 25b). Huntz and his co-workers,285 Lund
et al.,286 and Ra0287 also found either inhibited shrink
age or expansion in Cu-Ni. Torkar et al. 288 ,289 utilised
magnetic methods to follow the progress of homogenisa
tion, and were able to determine frequency distributions
for the solid-solution compositions existing after various
sintering treatments. From the activation energies of
10'3-26 kcal/mole measured in several investigations
it is concluded that the homogenisation is determined
by grain-boundary and surface diffusion rather than
by lattice diffusion. At higher temperatures and in the
later stages of sintering the values are increased. It
must be emphasised once again that volume diffusion too
can exhibit a lower activation energy in distorted lattices,
and also that homogenising is not to be equated with the
sintering process itself (neck growth and pore contrac
tion).

Raichenko and Fedorchenk0 290 derived a solution
of the diffusion equation for the homogenisation of a
powder mixture with unlimited miscibility, in which the
volume increase arising from the Kirkendall effect
was also calculated. The progress of homogenisation
as determined by X-ray methods corresponds approxi
mately to the calculated result, at least as far as the time
required for a high degree of homogenisation is con
cerned. However, the calculated increase in volume
is less than the experimental value, ranging from 30 to
90% of the experimental results. This is attributed to
other factors that can also cause volume increases,
such as preferential gas evolution during the formation
of solid solutions. Other changes in properties during
sintering with homogenisation were also calculated by
Raichenk0291 and gave results in good agreement with
experimental data. Thümmler and Thomma163
studied a system with solution characteristics approaching
the ideal, namely Co-Ni in the form of very fine powder
mixtures. The early stages of sintering and homogenisa
tion, in which no vacancy coagulation had so far taken
place, were examined dilatometrically, and better
sintering of the mixtures was found here (Fig. 26).
In the later stages poorer sintering was observed under
many conditions than with the pure components (but
no expansion) (Fig. 27). The behaviour of individual
contacts, especially their asymmetrical shape, their
constraint or contact frequency, was demonstrated with
models by Kuczynski and Stablein on Au-Ni and
Fe_Ni 292 ,293 and by Thümmler and Thomma163
on Co-Ni, in relation to the experimental layout
(Fig. 28). The maximum radius of curvature is always
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[Courlesy 'Planseeber. Pulvermet'.
24a Top: Mobility coefficients 0' in the model sintering experi

ment using Fe-Mo solid solutions.
Middle: tensile strength (O"z) of Fe-Mo solid solutions at
room temperature.
Bottom: High-temperature hardness (Hv) of Fe-Mo solid
solutions at 770° C. (Thümmler. 277

)

cients occurring in each case in practice. New vacancies
are constantly being produced in this way. These
can assist the process by increasing the effective atom
mobility, provided that they remain 'dissolved' in the
lattice. Ir they coagulate to form new pores, they
naturally have an inhibiting action by producing the
well-known Kirkendall effect. All the facts indicate
that with an ideal mixture (which does not exist in
practice in any system) the sintering behaviour must
fall linearly between that of the pure components, as
long as lattice diffusion is predominant. Examples
ofa promotingaction are also ci ted in Ref.[J2],[282],[283],
and were found by Thümmler277 in the systems Fe-Ni,
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found in the metal or solid solution with the higher
atom mobility. The depressions that are formed can
be defined as 'surface pores' and correspond to the
Kirkendall pores in the real powder compact.*

In Co-Ni, cobalt layers were found to promote cobalt
sintering and inhibit nickel sintering : this was an indica
tion of higher atom mobility in the nickel-rich solid
solution and was in agreement with diffusion measure
ments. 295, 296 A much higher contact frequency was
also found in the nickel-bar-cobalt-wire model than
with the cobalt-bar-nickel-wire arrangement. Because
the decrease in radius of small particles is more marked
in material exchange than the growth in radius of large
particles, this result also indicates that nickel is the more
mobile component (cf. Fig. '28b and Ref. ['29'2], and ['293]'
It is also recognised how sensitively sinter contacts
respond, both in the model and in the finest powders,
to small deviations from ideal solution characteristics,
where results are visible which are not obtained in a
normal diffusion arrangement with a flat contact.
Superimposition of the neck-governed and diffusion-

* In powder compaets Kirkendall pores can hardly be distin3'uished
from .'normal' pores, because pores can act both as sources and sinks for
vacancies. Only in diffusion experiments where porous bodies of
different compositions are brought into contact can conclusions be
drawn, from the different levels of porosity on the two sides of the
contact area, regarding the type and magnitude of the Kirkendall
effeet. 294

[Courtesy Consultants Bureau.
26 Shrinkage of cobalt/nickel powder mixtures during slow

heating-up:
600-700° C: indifferent behaviour (no marked homogenisation)
700-900°C: sintering promoted (commencement of homogenis
ation).
900-1200° C: sintering inhibited (progressive homogenisation).
(Thümmler and Thomma. 163

)
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[Courtesy Consu/tants Bureau.
27 Inhibition of sintering of cobalt-nickel ;powder mixtures com

pared with the pure metals; concave concentration-depen
dence curves. (Thümm/er and Thomma. 163)

the tungsten/nickel mixture. Prill el al. 301 have discussed
in a review the phase relationship between tungsten
and the added metals. According to them, metal
additions should be effective only up to the point where
a continuous surface layer is formed on the tungsten
particles; a further addition appears to have no effect.
Tungsten diffusion in these layers should be rate
determining, because tungsten is soluble in the added
metals but these metals do not dissolve in the tungsten.
Larger additions have a very minor effect, or may even
prove inhibiting if intermetallic phases, with a high
bonding energy are formed. This last viewpoint is new
and has not so far been considered by any other author.

Only one paper 304 exists on the influence of the
decomposition of solid solutions; this refers to amalga
mated copper surfaces. A sinter-promoting effect was
observed at 750-9000 C due to the decomposing copper
amalgam. The effect is reminiscent of the influence of
reducible oxide layers. Owing to the low solubility of
mercury in copper the amalgam consists partly of inter
metallic phases.

[Courtesy E/sevier.
28 a Single asymmetrical model contact (Ni bar/Au wire)

with higher diffusion of gold. x 320.
b Section through a wire-wire model (Au-Ni) after necking
down of most of the Au/Ni contacts and mechanical sep
aration of the Au/Au contacts. x 240. (Kuczynski and
Stab/ein.m • 283

)

governed excess vacancies occurs at the sintering
contact.163

Other systems investigated in which similar effects
of hetero-diffusion are visible are nickel-ferrochrome 297

andFe-Ge. 298

The marked promotion of tungsten sintering by small
additions of metals of the iron group, especially nickel,
must be considered as a special case, in which the temper
ature of extensive densification can be decreased
by ~ 1000 degC, e.g. to 1100 0 C. The nickel is best
introduced by means of salt solutions, since a surface
coating of each tungsten particle is the most effective.
The best possible result is achieved only by this geo
metry.

Vacek282 ,299 obtained nearly theoretical density with
additions of 0'25 % nickel. Brophy el al. 300 illustrated
the 'sinter-promoting' effect obtained with porous
tungsten sprayed in the plasma arc, by infiltrating with
nickel-zinc alloys, vaporising the zinc, and 'sintering'

96
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4. With the formation of new phases (reaction sintering)

The formation of new phases during sintering is associ
ated in many cases with particularly marked expansion
phenomena, as established by Raub and Plate 305 and
Duwez. 306 The compacts disintegrate completely in
some eases; the manufacture of sound shapes from the
phases is successful only when the reaction and sintering
are carried out in separate stages or when sintering
under pressure. \Villiams and Jones 273 sintered various
uranium- and beryllium-containing mixtures and found
the greatest expansion with eompositions corresponding
to the phases (Fig. 29). Volumetrie expansion is greatest
in the direction of pressing, as the number of points of
contact is greater than in the perpendicular direction.
Since the mobility of the different kinds of atoms varies
considerably in many phases, the large diffusion porosity
is understandable. With a high degree of brittleness
the internal stresses always associated with the Kirken
dall effect are not plastically eliminated and the product
disintegrates. Kriek el al. 307 and Goodison and White 268

reported a similar behaviour for mixtures of MgO
with A1 20 3, Ti0 2, and Si0 2•

By using specific pressure-sintering conditions, sound
and fairly pure phases can be manufactured by such
'reaction sintering', for example, UC from uranium
and carbon mixtures. 308,309 Sintering is carried out at
t.A@ iIÜ@f'fUl:l Etr@SS(;E abap ltS98eiat@e "itlot tlte KiFbeII='"
~ 1000 0 C at 1'5-3 metric tons/cm2• In certain cases a
permanent external pressure is not necessary, for
instance, with mixtures of oxides and metals, which
react by a thermit process with a considerable evolution
ofheat to form a cermet. 301 ,311 However, the occurrence
of a liquid metal phase is probably a decisive contribu
tory factor in this case. By adding the oxides produced
the process can be so controlled that the reaction
temperature is adjusted to a suitable level without
fusing the metal. These special cases have received less
attention as far as the sintering process is eoneerned.

5. Oxide mixtures

Aseparate diseussion of oxide mixtures appears to be
justified by the fact that a great deal of work has been
published, e.g. with the aim ofobtaining better densifiea-

METALLURGICAL REVIEWS
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the change in defect concentration due to foreign ions
with different valencies should play the most important
part, as in the oxidation theory of\Vagner, Hauffe, and
others. However, this model is inadequate for many
reasons, one being that equivalent additions often
exert a considerable influence. Probably considerations
of the bonding character, the lattice parameters,
and the solubility limits play a complex part. Thus
sinter inhibition due to the addition of Ti0 2 to Al 20 3
is attributed to lattice contraction, and sinter pro
motion achieved with additions of Cr20 3 to lattice
expansion. 212 However, this basis alone cannot be
considered adequate. Bron183 summarised crystal
chemical relationships (valency, ion radii, lattice energy,
temperature at the commencement of sintering) and
also came to the conclusion that additions with a larger
cation radius accelerate the sintering process owing
to expansion of the lattice and the development of
excess vacancies. In the case of a single-phase CaO
SrO solid solution, on the other hand, Brown17 found
a sinter-inhibiting effect associated with the lattice
expansion due to decreased atom mobility. He was
unable to reach a similar conclusion170 with MgO +
V 205> but he observed strong grain growth from
1250° C upwards, which may be related to the occur
rence of a liquid phase. Small amounts of liquid
phases are probably often present, but remain unnoticed
in most cases in investigations of the type under con
sideration because of their low concentrations.

Felten 32 -l investigated the influence of a large number
of oxides on the sintering of BeO. Titanium and
alkaline-earth oxides formed liquid phases with BeO
and promoted densification and grain growth; oxides
of different valences-except B20 3-only promoted den
sification without affecting grain growth. Additions of
MgO and Zr0 2, enhance173 the sintering of BeO by
inhibiting grain growth. Nicholson325 observed in the
investigation of grain growth in MgO + V 205 that the
same grain-growth law (d3 = kt) applied with additions
of 1 and 2 at.- %vanadium with occurrence of a liquid
phase and with 0'1 % vanadium without a recognisable
liquid phase; he believed that even in the case of 'pure'
oxides amounts of as liule as 200 ppm of foreign consti
tuents could possibly influence the sintering process by
the formation of small quantities of liquid phases. Also
working with MgO, but using nickel additions, Oel32&

established that grain growth was inhibited by nickel
in the liquid phase. On the other hand, Sjodahl and
\Vestbrook322 hold the view, as do Jorgensen and
\Vestbrook321 that although dissolution and precipita
tion processes promote sintering in the boundary layers,
no fundamental difference (with small additions)
can exist between sintering with and without the
presence ofa liquid phase.

It is recognised that neither the general occurrence
of small amounts of liquid phases nor their effect are
clearly established by these investigations.

Ruh et al. 327 reported that sintering can be shown to be
promoted only above the solubility limit and above the
solidus curve of Zr02, with titanium, chromium, and
zirconium. In all other cases, where according to the
phase diagram no liquid phase can occur, no promotion
of sintering is found.

Additions to U0 2 that facilitate sintering are 0'1 wt.-%
platinum328 with two-stage sintering as in Ref. [222],.
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29 Maximum expansion of uranium-beryllium powder mixtures
with the phase composition UBe13• (Williams and Jones,273)
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tion of oxides that are difficult to sinter by making suit
able additions. Furthermore, the phenomena observed
cannot be related directly to the metals. Older work
has been covered by a number of authors.151,250,252,307,
313-320 These papers relate to the sintering and grain
growth of MgO, Al20 3, BeO, ZnO, and U0 2, with
many additions. It is still not possible to derive from
them any generally valid indications regarding the
sintering ofmixtures. Blackman194 surveyed the various
factors of influence and emphasised the importance of
having a knowledge of all possible parameters, such as
impurities, crystallite size and distribution, deviations
from stoichiometry and homogeneity and their relation
ship to the existence of excess vacancies. It is to be
expected from the diffusion theory of sintering tha t
insoluble additions made in the early stages of densifica
tion will hardly promote sintering on geometrical
grounds (constriction of the diffusion cross-section, 'pas
sivity' of A-B contacts), while they can have a marked
sinter-promoting effect in the later stages owing to the
inhibition of grain growth. This is very often observed;
for example in the case of Al 20 3,155,212,321 Be0 282 and
BaTi03,323 with small additions of a second oxide in
each case. MgO additions to A120 3, which resulted ~n

almost theoretical densification and to the development
of the well-known 'Lucalox', were considered to be
insoluble and therefore grain-growth-inhibiting,159 \Vest
brook et al. 321 ,322 found, on the other hand, that a
process of dissolution and reprecipitation must take
place. I t was established by hardness measurements
in the vicinity of grain boundaries that the initially
disperse oxide addition is enriched uniformly at the
grain boundaries, and that its concentration falls off
rapidly towards the interior of the grains. This observa
tion throws a completely new light on all the work that
deals with grain-growth inhibition and hence the pro
motion of sintering by second phases.

With soluble additions attention must be given to the
problem ofhow the solid solution forming in situ alters its
diffusion characteristics. According to older concepts
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30 Grain shape of sintered heavy metal (93%W, 5% Ni, 2% Cu)
after (a) 1 or (b) 6 h at 1400° C. (After Price, Smithells, and
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(3) Coalescence. In the case of incomplete wetting (angle
of contact < 90°) the solid grains are partly in con
tact without the interposition of the melt. After the
conclusion of Stage I, processes such as those found
when sintering without a liquid phase take place;
these later become rate-determining and lead to
slow further densification with a simultaneous
decrease in driving force.

A non-wetting liquid phase (contact angle> 90°)
is ineffective or inhibiting and usually exudes
partially from the sintered compact in the form of
droplets.

because the transport of material must proceed by
means of dissolution and diffusion in the melt. Small
grains with strongly convex curvatures then disap
pear, while the larger ones assurne a more regular
shape. The driving force for material transport
results from the increased compressive stresses and
hence from the enhanced chemical potential and
higher solubility in the contact zones. The solid
substance is then carried away and precipitated
again at locations of lower stress. This results in an
approach of the mid-points of the particles, and
therefore in shrinkage. The grain shape so formed,
which is illustrated in Fig. 30, suggests a higher
packing density than with the spherical grain.

In cases of complete wetting (angle of contact :: 0)
the grains remain separated by films of liquid.

The quantitative treatment of these processes is due to
Kingery.333,334 Since then many experimental results
have been obtained which bear out his findings, although
quantitative agreement was not obtained in all cases.
in particular, the relationship :

applies for the stage of rearrangement with 1 + X :: I.

The corresponding relationship for the stage of dis
solution and reprecipitation is :

a

and V 20 S' Nb 20 S' CaO, and especially Ti02.329
A new phase is formed with Ti02 that is liquid at
sintering temperatures, so that this oxide should be
particularlyeffective. Below 1400° C, on the other hand,
no marked solid-solution formation takes place in the
solid state. Fluorine impurities, which can originate
from the UF6 'route' necessary for enriched uranium,
have a strongly inhibiting effect on sintering. Inhibition
is found to be less frequent in oxide mixtures than in
metals; this is probably due mainly to the slower rate
of diffusion in the oxides. The condition of electron
neutrality certainly prevents substantial excesses of
anion or cation vacancies, which are essential for the
occurrence of a marked Kirkendall effect with the
formation of pores. Thus, it is understandable that
inhibition of sintering is found mostly in insoluble
systems in the early and middle stages, while sintering
is often promoted in soluble systems.

6. Sintering processes in the presence of a liquid phase

This field occupies a special position compared with
sintering without the formation of a liquid phase. This
is attributable to the ease ofdiffusion in melts, and to the
possibilities of re-ordering of the phase remaining solid
in the melt and of rapid dissolution and re-precipita
tion. The marked promotion of densification in metals
and oxides, which are otherwise difficult to sinter, by
small additions of liquid phases is connected with these
processes, and is therefore not surprising. \Nhile the
facts often indicate the predominance of diffusion in
the solid state, the above-mentioned mechanisms play
the main part in liquid-phase sintering, at least for a
large portion of the densification process. Based on
phenomenological observations, which go back to earlier
work by Lenel et al.330.331 and Gurland and Norton,332
it is considered by Kingery333-335 that three stages can
appropriately be distinguished:

(I) Rearrangement of the particles of the residual solid
phase by viscous Bow in the liquid phase. The
random, and thus in no sense the most beneficial,
arrangement of the grains after mixing and pressing
is improved, to the accompaniment of rapid shrink
age. A growing amount of liquid phase increases the
densification, as 'friction' is diminished. Geometrical
considerations, assuming spherical particles, offer the
possibility of complete densification by this process
alone if > 35 vol.-% of liquid phase is present.
Wetting of the grains by the melt is the most impor
tant assumption in this connection, while solubility
still plays no part. Naidich et al. 336,337 point out that,
because of the shape of the meniscus, densification
takes place more rapidly with improved wetting.
The forces of attraction between two spherical
particles, between which a concave lenticular liquid
phase is situated, depends on their respective
amounts. Coarse powder particles and small
quantities of liquid should lead to greater forces of
attraction.

(2) Dissolution and reprecipitation processes. For these to take
place, at least a limited solubility of the solid in the
liquid phase is necessary, otherwise this stage of
densification is completely absent. Densification
occurs more slowly than in the rearrangement stage,

9B METALLURGICAL REVIEWS
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where r = initial particle size, provided that diffusion
in the liquid film is rate-determining and a spherical
grain is present. Figure 31 shows shrinkage curves for
iron-copper compacts, in which the straight-line sections
correspond to the slopes 1 and 1/3 of equations [40 J
and [41J. Figure 32 shows the agreement of the grain
size-dependence with theory. According to Fisch
meister and Exner,48 the exponent with a prismatic
grain geometry should be n = 1/5, compared with
n = 1/2 according to Eremenko et al. 338 Such a vi
law, on the other hand, would never be clearly estab
lished; but it is certainly very difficult to identify expo
nents between 0'2 and 0'5 accurately enough to enable
conclusions to be drawn regarding the predominant
mechanism, expecially as the transition from the tl+ x

law takes place continuously and ~the subsequent densi
fication in the third stage shows no abrupt transition.
For example, exponents up to 1 + X = 5 were also
found in the rearrangement state. 338 Furthermore, Fisch
meister and Exner,48 using different methods of evalua
tion, reported that an exponent n = 1 instead ofn = 1/3
can also exist. Hence equation [41] is not adequately
confirmed by Kingery's experiments.

Cech339 described the rearrangement stage as a viscous
flow process, and distinguished between open and closed
pores, which should behave differently according to
M/lo '" log t or 1':.1/10 '" t 4• Further shrinkage of the
closed pores in the final stage should take place by out
ward diffusion of the enclosed gases and should be
characterised by the equation 1':.1/10 ,......, t l / 8 • Cech con
firmed these equations for several systems.

No equations were formulated by Kingery for Stage 3;
but it is presumed that the conditions are the same as
when sintering without a liquid phase. The decreasing
rate of densification with time could again be attributed
entirely to grain growth and would consist of volume
diffusion.

All the relationships derived apply only in the
absence of closed pores, filled with gas which cannot
easily diffuse. A final density of < IOO% is to be
expected in this case, according to the equation:

where PR = residual porosity, Po = initial porosity,
Po = initial gas pressure, '0 = initial pore radius, and
YL = surface tension of the melt. Similar relationships
exist for hot pressing. Pines et al. 260 found a deterioration
in the sintering behaviour of copper containing 3-5 %
Pb, Sn, Cd, or Bi with rise in compacting pressure
(up to 4'2 metric tons/cm2), as this favoured the forma
tion of enclosed pore spaces in the presence of a liquid
phase (see also Cech339). \Vith regard to the grain
growth of the solid phase, it was established by Parikh
and Humenik340 that the original grain size remained
essentially unaltered with complete wetting (\VC-Co),*
while growth took pIace with partial wetting. It
follows that the grain growth proceeds largely without
the influence ofthe liquid phase.

The view has been held for some time that the phase
remaining in the solid state forms a coherent frame or
skeleton. This has been detected, for example, in the
system \VC-Co by dissolving-out the cobalt from
finished sintered compacts. The residual \VC has con
siderable shape stability and strength. However, this
cannot be directly explained when complete wetting
takes place during sintering, and it must be considered
questionable whether a WC framework is already present
during sintering. For the cooled product, Dawihl342,343
postulates the existence of a 'composite framework', in
which the thin layers of the binder, bonded by capillary
action, are present and can be dissolved out only with
difficulty by acids.

Essentially different conditions are present when the
liquid phase disappears during sintering by dissolving
in the component that remains solid. This is the case
in the systems Fe-Cu and Cu-Sn. Here, a growth com
ponent is found in addition to the contraction ; this has
the technological advantage of enabling closer dimen
sional tolerances to be maintained in the manufacture
of copper-alloyed sintered iron, and is also of great
importance with sintered bronze. The diffusion of the
(iron-saturated) copper into the iron skeleton causes
expansion of the skeleton, while pores remain at the
sites of the copper particles (Fig. 33). The increase

* According to Gurland and Norton,332.341 growth of the \VC
particles is still observed under certain conditions, at least with low
cobalt contents.
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[Courtesy 'J. Applied Physics.'
31 Densification during sintering of iron-copper powder com

pacts with a liquid phase present. Siopes of straight-line
portion::: 1 and ::: 1/3 according to equations (40) and (41).
(After Kingery.330)
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[Courtesy 'J. Applied Physics'.
32 Dependence of contraction in liquid-phase sintering on the

particle size. a ,"".vIVo'" r- 1
; b f:.VIVo'" r- 4

'3. Broken line
calculated from equation [41], (Kingery and Narasimhan. 330)
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in volume reaches its maximum with copper contents
corresponding to saturation of the "(-iron with copper
at the temperature in question (e.g. ,.., 8% at 11500 C).
In both the systems mentioned expansion or shrinkage
can be controlled by the addition of, e.g., I % graphite.
In the case of Fe-Cu the proportion of liquid phase is
i~creased in this way by the formation of a ternary eutec
~lC. (le.ss.expansion); wi~h Cu-Sn the solid-solid sintering
l~ mhlblted by mechamcal separation of the components
(ll~creas~d expansion). A number of investigations on
thlS subJect have been conducted.344-349 Nishijima349
con~rms that complete densification can be readily
attamed only when the liquid phase remains in existence
throughout thc sintering process. On the other hand,
~hen. completely soli? solutions are formed during
sll~tenng, pores remam behind, because a type of
~lrkendall effect (preferential penetration of one phase
mto the other) always takes place in such a case.

where "( is the shear rate, " the effective shear stress "IJ
the viscosity, "c the critical shear stress. '
. If the distance between the pores becomes so great
m the later stages of densification that no zones intersect
in which " > "c, densification will cease and the
r~sidual P?rosity is ~ermanent. The original densifica
hon equatlOn accordmg to Mackenzie and Shuttleworth
is as follows:

... [43]"(=
"IJ

"(=

- 3"( P (I +y2"cT
p In p)... [45]

2"IJrp 2"(

dP
7ft

or for " > "c

V. Hot pressing

Pressure and heat are applied simultaneously for the
manufacture by powder metallurgy of particularly
large, heavy parts, as well as in cases where satisfactory
results are unobtainable by the usual method of cold
pressing followed by sintering. The boundary between
sintering and hot pressing, from a scientific point ofview
must ~e drawn at effective stresses of ,.., 1 kp/cm<
accordmg to the results reported by Lenel and his
co_workers,120,122,123 where small externalloads (in the
e:;rly stages of neck growth) alter the sintering mecha
msm. Flow processes undoubtedly predominate over
wide ranges of densification in hot pressing. Under the
temperatures and at the pressures of a few hundred
~ilogram~es per square centimetre that are employed
~n prachce, and when the 'supporting cross-section'
m the porous compact, i.e. the existing contact area
is considered, the yield point is exceedecl in most mater~
ials and plastic deformation takes place.

The theoretical treatment of this field is still relatively
new and the older work was aimed mainly at the attain
ment of high-density products. For this reason re
views350-352 dealing with this subject have appeared
only recently. The expressions derived by Mackenzie
and Shuttlew?rth,.1l6 which were originally developed
for normal smtermg, have proved to be a suitable
starting P?int in many cases for a theory of hot pressing.

Accor~mgly, s~herical, isotropically distributed pores
are consldered as lf they are under a hydrostatic pressure
tha.t decays wi~h increasing distance from the pore.
ThlS lead.s to VISCOUS or plastic flow, corresponding to
the equatlOns:

Melting point of cop per
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[Courtesy 'Stahl und Eisen'.
33 Behaviour of Fe + 7·5% Cu compacts:

a Increase in temperature and length with time.
b (boUom): Initial state: Cu particle in Fe matrix.

(middle): Diffusion of Cu in Fe matrix with formation of
pores.

(top): Pore in place of the original Cu particle and marked
increase in length.
(Bockstiegel. 347) x 105.

Time, Hm

a b

where P is the porosity and rp the pore radius.
Mu.rray, Rodgers, and Williams353 supplemented

equatlOn [45] by a term corresponding to the external
pressure, and obtained:

dP _ .l.. ( 2"( + a) P (I +~2 "c In p)
dt 4"IJ rp - +arp

. .. [46]
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3(J
In PjPo = -- t

4'1)

For the ease where the external pressure (J outweighs the
surfaee-tension term 2yjrp, equation [46] is simplified to:

where Po is the initial porosity.
Kovalchenko and Samsonov355 found a similar pres

sure-sintering equation by the rheologieal method,
aeeording to the eontinuum theory of the elastie, plastic,
and viseous behaviour of the solid bodies and their dis
persions in eaeh other :

... [51]

in the later stages, eorreetion [50] ean also be viewed as
a phenomenologieal adjustment.

The asymptotie residual porosity aeeordingly beeomes

and a = I in equation [49], it follows from:

RTd2

'1J = -DTi (Vo = molar volume) .. , [52]
10 v~ 0

A seeond eorreetion to equation [48] was also given
by Kovalchenko and Samsonov. 355 This eorrection-in
a similar way to that applied by Coble in normal
sintering-took into aecount for the first time the sig
nifieanee of grain growth. The Nabarro-Herring
meehanism was used, whieh eonneets th~ viseosity coef
fieient "1) (in viseous flow), obtained formally from ereep
tests, with the diffusion eoeffieient D v and the grain size
d.

With:

... [47]dP = _ 3(J P (I _In P )
dt 4"1) In PR

where PR is the above-mentioned residual porosity at a
sufficiently large distanee between the pores.

Aeeording to MeClelland,354 eomplete integration of
equation [47] is possible. If in addition (J ~ "c, the
residual porosity PR is eliminated and a simple logari
thmie densifieation law is obtained in integrated form:

dP
(fi

_~ P(I -P)
4'1J I - aP

... [49] I dP
pd!

whieh, beeause of the porosity, is higher than the pres
sure applied externally, referred to the speeimen dia
meter. This eorreetion is in eontradietion to the model
of the Maekenzie-Shuttleworth theory of the hydrostatie
pressure on spherieal pares; but sinee it ean apply only

whieh also leads to equation [48] for a = I.

Equation [48] has been eonfirmed satisfaetorily by
Mangsen, Lambertson, and Best356 (Fig. 34), Vasilos,357
and Jaeger and Egerton. 358
In other eases agreement is not so good, espeeially with
regard to the question of final density and the extent to
whieh "c ean be disregarded. 354 ,359 Experimental dif
fieulties, such as determination of the effeetive pressing
period and the problem of temperature equalisation in
rapid heating, also playa part. MeCIelland354 ,359
therefore modified equation [47] by introdueing an
effeetive pressure :

... [53]

... [55JP = Po (I .J- bt)-ka

I dP
JSdt

that:

with:

in whieh the grain size d inereases with time aeeording
to:

Equation [54] is in agreement with the grain-growth
law for massive metals and has been eonfirmed by
Lersmaeher, Roeder, and Seholz360 in the hot pressing
of carbides. Grain-growth inhibition by pores, whieh
furnishes (perhaps aeeidentally) a t1/3 law in sintering,
has not so far been observed.

The following relationship is obtained from equations
[53J and [54J:

... [50](jelf = I _ p2/3

In addition to equation [55J various empirieal hot
pressing equations exist, also with a hyperbolic time
dependenee. Westermann and Carlson361.362 found for
Pb-Sn alloys at 150-200° C:

,·O~-----,r-------.,.-----,

• A303
>- .A5175
~

~ O·8~-----.1~----t""=_-=:::::--;

o
>
~ 0·61OO1l!!:::::..---1------.1r-------j
-'w
~

... [55a]

... [56]

O' 4
0
!-----101:-------::20::-----:;:'30

TIME. MINUTES

[Courlesy Amer. Ceram. Soc.
34 Testing equation [48] in the hot pressing of AI 20 a at 1450° C.

Measured values and calculated curves are in agreement
(Mangsen, Lambertson, and Best. 3S6

)
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By eonverting the results obtained by MeClelland and
\Vhitney363 (on tin at room temperature), Seholz and
Lersmaeher350 were able to establish the same simple
hyperbolie equation [56]. The exponents and constants
are not eapable of interpretation, however.

A modified empirieal densifieation equation was used
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[Courtesy Academic Press.
35 Testing equation [57] in the hot pressing of TaC. (Schotz. 36
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and pressures between 150 and 450 kp/cm 2 in the final
stage, and activation energies corresponding to self
diffusion of AI3+. Enclosed gases, especially water
vapour, should govern the residual porosity, which
could be eliminated by a suitable pretreatment of the
powder.

Under similar conditions, on the other hand (AI 20 3,
1100-1500°C, 70-45° kp/cm2) McClelland and Zehms359
found final densities that were related to the temperature
dependent critical shear stress in accordance with equa
tion [51], and in which an Arrhenius relationship was
established for "c with A1 20 3 and BeO. Coble and
Ellis371 followed up the problem of the mechanism (dif
fusion or plastic Bow) by investigations on Al 20 3 single
crystal spheres of 0'7-I-mm dia. at 1530° C and with
loads of 76-952 g. Neck growth rapidly came to an end,
and equilibrium was established by a strengthening
mechanism.

[Courtesy 'Arch. Eisenhüttenwesen'.

36 Effect of small additions of foreign metals on the hot pressing
of.TaC; 300 kpjcm 2

, 1 h. (Lersmacher and Schotz. 3
")

(I) Stage of rapid densification ('micro-flow', presum
ably by re-ordering of the powder particles at the
first application of pressure under the high pressures
at the first small-area contacts.)

(2) Stage of retarded densification (predominance of
plastic Bow according to equation [48] or [51]).

(3) Diffusion-controlled gradual approach to the limiting
density, probably according to the Nabarro-Herring
mechanism, together with a grain-size inBuence.

with two empirical constants ß and n (Fig. 35). This
agrees formally with equation [55]. Thümmler, Ond
racek, and Dala1385 confirmed equation [57] in certain
ranges of time, temperature, and pressure during hot
pressing of uranium nitride.

Only in the first-mentioned, theoreticallY derived
equations was the hot-pressing mechanism, i.e. Bow
processes, taken into consideration. The other relation
ships do not enable any direct conclusions to be drawn
regarding the mechanism of material transport. Cer
tainly, the existence of a temperature-dependent
limiting density is an indication of Bow processes with a
temperature-dependent yield point; nevertheless results
exist according to which the residual porosity is indepen
dent of the hot-pressing temperature. 367

This behaviour is interpreted on the basis of the pre
dominance of slip, fracture, and reordering processes
over plastic deformation. Felten368 and Hashimot0369
also consider that such processes predominate, especially
in the early stages ofhot pressing. Possibly this behaviour
is also connected with the fact that the start of rapid
grain growth inhibits further diffusion-controlled densi
fication in the late stages, as observed by Lersmacher
and Scholz, and by Thümmler, Ondracek, and Dalal.
The two opposing effects, namely, decreasing residual
porosity with rising temperature owing to a fall in the
critical shear stress, and higher porosity at elevated
temperatures after marked grain growth, could explain
by their combined action the behaviour observed by
Chang and Rhodes. 367 As in the case of normal
sintering, it must now be regretted that the study of
isothermal densification techniques undertaken in earlier
work was not accompanied by the investigation of the
grain growth that took place simultaneously.

Deviations from the equations formulated above were
attributed by McClelland354,359 to the existence of
three stages, similar to those found during sintering in
the presence of a liquid phase, and to which no common
law can apply:

by Scholz and Lersmacher350 based on their own
work364-366

p = Po (I + ßt)-n

Vasilos and Spriggs370 obtained complete densification
when hot pressing A1 20 3 and MgO between 1100 and
1700 ° C at 3°0-7°0 kp/cm 2, and derived a densification
law P f"'o-J log t valid up to 95%of theoretical density. In
evaluating the densification curves according to the
Nabarro-Herring equation the calculated diffusion
coefficients are in good agreement with the direcdy
measured values. In every case it is concluded that dif
fusion processes playapart in the late stages. Rossi and
Fulrath351 also reported a Nabarro-Herring mechanism
with Al 20 3 at temperatures between 1150 and 1350° C
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The first term is absent in the reactive sintering of
(U + Si) because the reaction takes place with expan
sion before densification. The equations were not inter
preted, but the log t law is again found in the second
stage of densification.

Kingery, Woulbronn, and Charvat375 showed in the
investigation of liquid-phase sintering with the use of
additional pressure, that the Mflo ,-....J t1 / 3 law (equation
[41]) ceases to be applicable for the stage of dissolution

Salkind, Lenel, and Ansell372 followed the neck
growth of loose silver powders at 300° C under different
loads, and found, by means of conductivity measure
ments, stress-dependent activation energies from which
the occurrence of plastic flow by the movement of dislo
cations, especially cross-slip, was inferred.

Smith and Vasilos373 concluded for the pressure
sintering of copper at 300-600° C, from a p ,-....J log t law,
that plastic flow by itselfcannot be effective below 400 °C,
because higher densities were attained than those cor
responding to the flow theory of McClelland. At
temperatures greater than 400° C, however, flow
processes should be dominant.

When pressure-sintering USi 2at 1300-14Soo C Accary
and Caillat374 established three different stages, which
were described by:

M/lo = a1log t + b1

M/lo = a2/vt + b2

· .. [S7a]

· .. [S7b]

· .. [S7e]

and reprecipitation, since these processes no longer play
apart under external loading in comparison with the
densification-controlling flow processes. In the re
arrangement stage a law M/lo '" tn is applicable, with
n = 0'17 - 0'S8, after which equation [48] applies
irrespective of the proportion of liquid phase.

Interesting 'model hot-pressing' experiments have
been reported by Garber and Polyakov. 376 In these, the
resistance to tearing of contacts between massive alu
minium blocks pressed together at 300-600 ° C was
determined. The increase in strength with time is also
accomplished in two stages, the first and more rapid
stage being controlled by plastic-deformation mecha
nisms and the second, slower one by diffusion processes.

There is no doubt from all the experimental work
that flow processes predominate, especially in the inter
mediate stages of densification. But, the more recent
work indicates c1early the simultaneous action of diffu
sion processes, especially in accordance with the
Nabarro-Herring mechanism, in the later stages of the
process.

Naturally, the results on one material cannot be trans
posed to another. It has also been stated from time to
time377 that the effect of certain factors, such as powder
activity, small proportions of foreign substances, &c.,
is not as strongly marked as when sintering without
external pressure. On the other hand, results have been
reported366.378,379,38o which show a very strong influence
of foreign atoms on carbides of various degrees of purity
with metal additions of up to 1%. However, these
influences may well be attributable to the presence of a
liquid phase (Fig. 36).
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